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Robert L. Land, Jr., Class of ’51, 

speaks from experience when he says, 

h h traini U.S. Steel offers thorough training... 

he graduat g1 t 

int ting ph f the steel indust 
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Rovere L. Lanp, Jr., graduated with a with a well-planned and complete training viding the engineer shows initiative and 

B.S. in Chemical Engineering in Febru- program. He says, “U.S. Steel offers the the willingness to work.” 

ary 1951. He had previously been inter- graduate engineer an excellent chance to If you are interested in a challenging 

viewed by U.S. Steel college recruitment work in a number of different fields.” and rewarding career with United States 

representatives and had been offered a job. This enables the graduate who has not Steel and feel that you can qualify, you 

He began working in the Coke Plant at the decided on his exact field to look around can obtain further information from your 

Gary, Indiana Works of U.S. Steel immedi- the big steel industry from within and to college placement director. Or we will 

ately after graduation. find the type of work that suits him best. gladly send you our informative booklet, 

After extensive training and several pro- After a man is given the chance to really “Paths of Opportunity,” upon request. Just 

motions, Bob was made General Heater find himself and has been adequately write to United States Steel Corporation, 

Foreman on November 1, 1954. This ex- trained, “U.S. Steel offers security and an Personnel Division, Room 1622, 525 Wil- 

ceedingly important job makes him re- unlimited possibility of advancement pro- liam Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

sponsible for the proper heating and the 

quality of all coke produced at the Gary SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It’s a full-hour TV program 
Works—the second largest coke plant in presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult your local 

the world—with 16 batteries of coke ovens newspaper for time and station. 

producing 15,000 tons daily. He has a crew 

of 60 and 8 foremen working under him. 

Bob feels that U.S. Steel really gets the 

young graduate engineer off to a good start 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 

OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . « Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY + UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY
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“Must” Reading for Young Engi % ust ea ng or LOuUNs ngineers 

- : Irs handsome, hefty and helpful—and you can probably borrow a 

ar copy at your school library or placement office. 

wee so Just ask for “Job Opportunities in General Motors.” 

4 i You’ll find page after page of down-to-earth information about 

Lo as General Motors, the way we operate, the kind of young engineers 
4 . we seek, and why so many of them enjoy rewarding careers with us. 

_ e Each GM division describes its products, the locations of its plants, 
— — oy the opportunities that are open, and the training programs offered 

7. gy to college graduates. : 

_ i , _ It’s 136 pages, 8%” x 11”, in color. In fact, it’s the next best 

' a - i - a . thing to actually paying us a personal visit—and we have a strong 

— _. _ suspicion you'll want to find out more about careers with GM after 

. | reading this handbook. 

i : — > If so, we suggest you arrange an interview with our GM College 
, oT Representative, or write us directly. 

: _ > GM POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE IN THESE FIELDS: 
; Sg 7 € me. ACCOUNTING * FINANCE * SALES * PRODUCTION SUPERVISION 

| OX i MECHANICAL ENGINEERING * ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
—- ~~ F |) | METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING + INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 

re 7. > CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

s — ee 

; : | ae Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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Scheduled for occupation this fall, Lockheed’s | att : | i re y : 
new Missile Systems Research Laboratory is ' \ eY Y i oy i 

now well along in construction. First step ina | as >! Te, 

$10,000,000 research laboratory program, it is oe es. aa, | 

especially designed to provide the most modern ba a ] : 
peed ee a poems facilities for meeting the complex probl i TER acilities for meeting the complex problems ro —e : 

of missile systems research and development. Dr. E. H. Krause, Research Laboratory 
head (left), examines blueprints of the 

oo. . . new laboratory with E, R. Quesada, 
Scientists and engineers able to contribute Missile Systems Division vice president 
. . and general manager (center), and 
importantly to the technology of guided W. M. Hawkins, chief engineer, during 

ground-breaking ceremonies. 
missiles are invited to write. 

Vedbbeed MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION | 

research and engineering staff 

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION e VAN NUYS e CALIFORNIA 
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ee - , A 2 in Detroit Edison's new River Rouge — 

oe | : cls Power Plant. The drum is 77 feet long 
. a and the walls are 6 inches thick. The Les 

: : : boiler, largest yet built, will produce oe 
S ee : 1,700,000 pounds of steam per hour. CC 
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Bright Future... vours? 

Today, Detroit Edison is installing the world’s largest boiler. 

Soon the company will install the world’s largest steam turbine-generator. 

In the last ten years Edison has doubled its capacity to produce 

electricity —but it’s not stopping there. 

Opportunity comes with big plans like these. Big plans—bright futures 

for those engineers who create and carry them out. 

Can this be your bright future? See our representative when 

he’s on campus. Stop in at our office, or write... 

: 2000 Second Avenue, Detroit 26, Michigan 
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Successful Engineers Volume 59 MARCH, 1955_—Number 
must know how to cut costs 

EDITORIAL STAFF BUSINESS STAFF 

WELDED STEEL Editor Business Manager 

DESIGNS A LWAYS KneeLanp Goprrey, Jr., ¢'55 Carroit Ranps, m’55 

. . Associate Business Manager 
LOWER COSTS Assistant Editors > 

Rosert Koun, m’55 
Jon Baumcartner, ch’56 

By knowing how to use welded steel Rosert HeEntcES, ch’56 Local Advertising Manager 
in modern product designs, you can Barciay Gitprn, met’57 
lower manufacturing costs up to 50%. Story Editors | 
Here is how: Don E +35 National Advertising Manager 
Material Cost is Less—It’s a fact... ON EDWARDS, M 5 
steel is three times stronger than Ron Parkinson, ch’55 CtarENCcE REIDER, ¢’55 
iron, two and a half times as rigid. D Ww. 55 . . 
Where strength alone is needed, one- ICR. WHITE, © . Circulation Staff 
third the metal is necessary. When Tom KANNEMAN, €'57 Grorce Knupsen, m’55, mgr. 
rigidity is important, less than half the ; 
material is required. But steel costs . Joun Rapxe, Met’56 
only one-third as much per pound. Copy Editor 
Steel is more easily placed where it Bui. Gresenz, ch’55 Sales Staff 
can carry more load per pound of ; 
metal. As a result, ultimate savings James Cuapp, c'55 
with steel are limited only by the Photographers James BIcKNER, c’58 
resourcefulness of the designer. CAE ” 

> AMES RypzEwsk1, ch’56 
Manufacture is Simpler— Fewer man- Dave DavuTERMAN, c55 J 

hours... simpler, less costly produc- Jr Ricuarps, met’58 °@ 
tion tools are needed to manufacture 
products from steel. By proper de- Att Editors BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
sign, many operations needed for ; 
machining castings can be eliminated Bos Kasecuma, ¢’55 W. K. New, Chairman 
entirely. Assembly operations can > 3 . A. Gace, Faculty Adviser 
be simplified . . . finishing and clean- Larry McCormick, ch’55 2 H H y Memb 
ing manhours reduced substantially. ATRICK 11. HYLAND, Member- 

Products designed in steel have a Publicity at-large 
modern appearance to improve sell- Cuartes C, Watson, Chemical 
ing appeal while sedeieg cone en Fritz Cauuies, m’55 Engineering 2 50! ccording to fie! ” sea . . reports of 20% as s ALAN Brack, 57 Bruce Davinson, Civil Engineering 

o Joun C. Weser, Electrical 
a! Staff Engineering 

’ Ftd aay A Don Tacke, ch’58 Howarp B. Doxr, Mechanical 
cm: ie Dick Tomuin, ch’56 Drawing 

Larry Barr, m’57 Davip J. Mack, Mining & 
Joun Boiincer, m’55 Metallurgy 

Welded Design Saves 50% on motor gear MEMBER OF 
housing. Original cast construction weighed 
175% more... required 90% more machining. ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 

Chairman: Publishers’ Representative: 

“| Proressor Tuos. Farre.y, Jr. Lirrett—Murray-Barnuiy, INc. 
Cost Down 57% on machine State University of Iowa 101 Park Ave., New York 

said oy change 10 welded Iowa City, Iowa 605 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 
steel. Also eliminates for- 
mer milling and drilling Any article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given, except where 
on former castings. republication rights are expressly reserved by the author. 

Se eeeeeeeEEEEEeeeEeE—E—E—E~L_————ee 

Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, 
Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate 

DESIGN AIDS AVAILABLE of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 

Back uP your engineering training wich Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering 
| latest information on low cost welded Journal Association, 331 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

steel construction. Free bulletins and Subscripti Pri 

handbooks are available to engineering UPscription Price 

students by writing ... $1.00 PER YEAR : SINGLE COPY 25c 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
SSS 

CLEVELAND 17, OHIO a _—_v—eeeaes= ooes=«~qoanan@a@>a>?tSsSeeS———e—e oe 
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The Student Engineer’s Magazine 

FOUNDED 1896 

Article Page 

THE ALCAN PROJECT ... . .... . edited by Norbert Lenius m’55 and Donald Beebe m’55_ 11 

The story of the Aluminum Company of Canada’s development of some of the vast hydroelectric 
potential in British Columbia to smelt aluminum from alumina. 

High School NSeckion 

INTRODUCTION 5 © 4 © @ &@ ®% © &@ Hw ee we WH Ew Re we we ee ee we we ww BS 

THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION ......... . . .. . . by Kurt F. Wendt, Dean 26 

The Dean of the College of Engineering tells what engineering is and what the engineer's job is 

STOP AND THINK .......... . . . .. . by W.R. Marshall, Jr., Associate Dean 27 

Dean Marshall urges High School students to “take invoice” so as to preclude the possibility that 
they'll spend four or more college years wastefully. He suggests courses High School students will 
do well to take. 

JOBS FOR THE ENGINEER... . ... . . . by H.G. Goehring, Job Placement Director 28 

Mr. Goehring relates statistics which show that jobs to be had are greater in number than gradu- 
ating engineers. 

FRIEND OF THE FRESHMAN . by K. G. Shiels and M. O’Keefe, Engineering Freshman Advisors 39 

This office is interested in each of the engineering freshmen. The advisors see that requirements are 
met and that, if at all possible, the student gets through that challenging first year in college. 

THE FIVE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENTS— 

Chemical Engineering . . . . . . 2... . . . . . by O. A. Hougen, Chairman 30-31 

Civil Engineering. . 2. 2. 2 2... by J. E. Woodburn, Chairman 32-33 

Electrical Engineering . . 2. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1...) by H. A. Peterson, Chairman 34-35 

Mechanical Engineering . . . . ...... .. . . . by B.G. Elliott, Chairman 36-37 

Mining and Metallurgical Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . E.R. Shorey, Chairman 38-39 

WHAT'S YOUR QUESTION?. . 2. 2 1 2 ee we eee by John Albrecht 755 40 

De artments 
P Page Page 

EDITORIAL. .. ........ . 10 ENGINE EARS... ...... 2... 48 

WSPE 2c ow ce ee we ee we ee we we UF SO YOU THINK YOU’RE SMART . ... . 54 

CAMPUS NEWS ......... .. 44 STATIG « ¢ @ 4 Mee we ee Re a 62 

Cover 

It's been apparent now for some time (apparent to the Engineers, that is) that St. Pat was really an engi- 
neer. He obviously couldn't have been a lawyer, or he never would have permitted the act depicted on the cover 

to occur. As you can see (we hope) the Law School, along with those in it, is being driven into the ground by 
the mighty arm of St. Pat. Just who St. Pat is, we aren’t sure at press time, but you can be sure he’s more 

than a match for the Law School's best. 
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“POWER OFF!” Test operations are directed from this central control room, where 
special measuring instruments greatly speed up the collection of pump performance 
data. That’s one way Worthington products are made more reliable by using... 

d’ e s . 

... the world’s most versatile hydraulic proving ground 
; . 

A me | ew When you make pumping equipment that has to stand up and : 
3 . * Ag deliver year after year anywhere in the world, you’ve got to be sure | 

~ Ie ee it will perform as specified. | 
ro e 7 ff That’s why we built one of the world’s largest hydraulic test | 

4 _, at /, | stands at our plant in Harrison, New Jersey. Here, over a half- 
Pa iA rear” fh \g ae acre “lake,” we can check the performance of anything from a 

. Wid : ns oe) iy ee % | fractional horsepower unit to pumps handling over 100,000 gallons | 
i ra nn ee r a a J - se a minute. When you realize there are thousands of sizes and types 

c ee Sat > ’ _ &. om of centrifugal pumps alone, you get an idea of the versatility we 
ad ae. — ~ — had to build into our proving-ground. 

7 cs. | Naturally, our new test equipment is a big help to our research 
a og i. engineers, as well as our customers. Now they get performance a7 a 8! . ey get p 
ae 2 a data on products quickly and accurately. Using it, we can save 

‘ a 2 4 months, even years, in developing new Worthington fluid and air- 
" . .. Fava handling devices — equipment for which this company has been 

fer ieetian unit Mion h orasalome Sethe poe famous for over a century. For the complete story of how you can 
fl ath 0 an . Ses . : 

bian American Oil Company’s central air conditioning units in fit into the Worthington picture, write F. F. Thompson, Mer., 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. Personnel & Training, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, N. J. | 

4.254 | 

See the Worthington representative when he visits your campus 
See the Worthington 
Corporation exhibit in 

New York City. A lively, 
informative display of 
product developments - eh os - | 

for industry, business and Ss Fe |. NRO eS 
the home. Park Avenve EZR an reet. 

When you're thinking of a good job—think high— think Worthington 
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION - COMPRESSORS + CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT - ENGINES + DEAERATORS + INDUSTRIAL MIXERS 

LIQUID METERS + MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION + PUMPS + STEAM CONDENSERS + STEAM-JET EJECTORS + STEAM TURBINES + WELDING POSITIONERS 
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We’d Like to Send You el 
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a Copy of this Brochure Sen be 
a ewe 

Who knows, sending for this brochure A 
may be the beginning of a very gratifying career. ‘igs : 
That’s how it has worked out for scores of men i . 

from these nine schools. And we think a ae age a , 

it’s rather significant that the vast majority of those i ea 
who have joined Square D during the past years 4 eee ea a a = 

are still with us—growing and prospering GEORGIA TECH 
in the ever-expanding electrical industry. ——— 

If you are looking forward to a career in electrical, . whe | 
mechanical, industrial or general engineering, hf _ §o : 

we’d like to tell you what Square D has to offer. ; a ered ne fer ek 

are a LS ie 
% ‘ * Faults F 

OHIO STATE 

. > 9 ——_————E——————EE 
Why not mail the coupon today? | suvereipicampeay eaten 4 

Your copy will be mailed... pronto! | 660 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan | 
| Ld like a copy of Square D’s brochure, I 

“Your Engineering Career” I 

| Ve 
Lats i 
Yo : | 
=) | Sehoo! less | 
/ ay : pepe yg D COMPANY | aaa | 
Mga a ef 
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Supplying vital components and parts that are the laboratories in 11 states, with over 24,000 

| “heart” of hundreds of industrial and consumer employees. 
products of other manufacturers...that’s Sylvania’s 

“heart” business. To keep pace with the demand for Sylvania’s prod- 
Ie’ . bility t h fi d ucts, our engineering staff has more than doubled 

Us: an cexira stability ‘actor that saleguards your in the past 6 years. 1954 saw the addition of 2 new 
Jong-range career plans! laboratories, the completion of a new television 

| When you combine this fact with the company’s manufacturing plant, a TV picture tube plant, and 
leading position as a manufacturer of such Sylvania the start of a new incandescent lamp plant. 
consumer products as: television sets, radios, fluo- ; . . 
rescent, incandescent and photoflash lamps, you Diversity . . . stability . . . growth — these are the 

can readily see that Sylvania is a company with foundations that make Sylvania an excellent place 

exceptional diversity. That’s why Sylvania can offer to build your career in engineering. 

you the security you need for professional success. Fexoih . 5 
For detailed information on Sylvania’s program for 

In the brief 53 years since its founding, Sylvania’s graduating engineers, see your College Placement 

dedication to young, aggressive management (the Office. Or send for our comprehensive booklet, 
average top executive age is only 45), has meant “Today and Tomorrow With Sylvania” by writing 

expansion into an organization of 45 plants, 12 to Supervisor of Technical Employment. 

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. D San Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 

LIGHTING © RADIO © ELECTRONICS « TELEVISION * ATOMIC ENERGY 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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i Whether you’re in engineering, SCi- |g, : 

: ence, commerce or liberal arts, the bes 

—_—_ . * | eee 2 
_. | DOW sales organization may offer | | | 

: 4 just the future you’re looking for | — ee seed 
SS 1 Z 
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\ hat About Your Future . 

Your opportunities for advancement are excellent because © —a real advantage if business slows—and certain to 
Dow is growing—continually building new plants, develop- multiply opportunities as business expands. Also at Dow 
ing new production operations—adding new products, | —group insurance, pension plans and employee stock 
opening new markets. purchase plans have been a tradition. 

Dow fits you for the job with a comprehensive training _If you or any of your friends majoring in other fields of 
course which explains company organization, policy, study who have had pre-engineering or one year or more 
finance, research, production, technical service and sales of college chemistry are interested in finding out more 
methods. about a future at Dow, write to Dow’s Technical Employ- 

You'll find that Dow is a friendly company. You'll discover mont: Departmenttedays 
that promotions are usually from within, from Dow’s own 
staff. Seldom is an outsider considered for a top job at Dow. Dow’s Booklet, “Opportunities with The Dow 
Moreover, you'll find a highly developed spirit of coopera- ovens kre Company especially rofessio for 
ti betwi dd rtments. ae those about to enter the chemical profession, is 

fon Detween men and depal ” a available free, upon request. Write THE DOW 
At Dow, your future can be more secure because of Dow’s CHEMICAL COMPANY, Technical Employ- 

diversification of products serving many different markets ment, Midland, Michigan, or Freeport, Texas. 

you can depend on DOW CHEMICALS <LI> 

MARCH, 1955 9
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“For the last several years, the effectiveness of our armed forces has suf- 

fered from the lack of technically skilled men. In recent months the shortage 

has become acute as men trained at government expense leave for better paying 

jobs in industry. The chiefs of staff are unanimous in their belief that action must 

be taken to curb this loss of valuable talent...” 

So reads a front page story on any given newspaper at least once a month. 

But how shall we reconcile this dire pronouncement with the notices buried on 

page 29, before the obituaries? “Jim Jones has completed his basic training with 

B Company, Infantry, and will be stationed in Western Germany.” Significant, 

because Jim graduated as an engineer in 1953 and received many employment 

offers. Among those he rejected were offers from the Hanover plant of the Atomic , 

Energy Commission and a government ordnance works in New Jersey. At that 

time he was offered $400 per month as an engineer. After two years of successful 

engineering experience, Jim draws $75 a month for policing the grounds or dish- 

ing out stew. With his opinion of his new responsibilities, Jim probably isn’t 

worth the $75. 

This is the situation facing most engineering graduates. During their two 

year hitches, they will lose contact with new developments in the profession and 

in their own company. Employers find the constant turnover of personnel hinders 

plant operation and project development. The army surely gains no exuberant 

| enthusiasm from such inductees. 

| 
| The obvious answer is to place drafted engineers in technical positions in 

the armed forces or in government sponsored development programs—the essence 

| of common sense—but this procedure is often disregarded. Is it impudent or 

| imprudent to inquire why? —j. H. B. 

10 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
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The Aluminum Company of Canada wanted increased production, so they combined bauxite ore from Jamaica 

with British Columbia’s plentiful hydroelectric power potential. The project, which will eventually 

provide about 450,000 tons of aluminum annually, involved several very costly 

steps, some of which are described here 

edited by Norbert Lenius and Donald J. Beebe 

Information for this article was obtained from a talk by F.T. compared to trying to produce power where the ore 
Matthias, Assistant Manager of ALCAN’s British Columbia Proj- occurs. Thus, in British Columbia, they are building a 

ect. After receiving his BS degree in civil engineering at Wis- a s a 
a Sas. . hydro-electric power plant in the wilderness and a 

consin in 1931, he was connected with construction supervision . . . ; 

on TVA, the Pentagon building, the Hanford, Washington, atom smelter plant on deep water as near to it as possible. 
plant and a power project in Sao Paulo, Brazil. It is in British Columbia because the power site is 

there. Far away in Jamaica, British West Indies, 

Don is a senior in me- bauxite ore deposits are being developed and a plant 
chanical engineering from to concentrate alumina from bauxite is being installed 
Sheboygan. Before coming oe near the bauxite deposits. This concentration of 

to the University of Wis- 4 alumina from bauxite reduces the volume by about 50 
consin, he spent two years ie ae : per cent and results in a fine powder—aluminum oxide. 

at Ripon College and had 4 je This aluminum oxide is reduced in the smelter to pure 

ambitions of majoring in oe > aluminum metal and it is here that about 3-h.p.-years 
mathematics. But after his a < . | of electric power is required to reduce 2 tons of 
summer experience in a ~~. r alumina to 1 ton of aluminum. 

nani work iv ee . 8 y Along the northwest coast of British Columbia, 

me sconsin ae ae m : =  @as nature has built topography that permits economic de- 
ee tent ie lids decic ed DON BEEBE velopment of extremely large blocks of hydro-electric 

on “plant iengineering as\ a power. Nature, offering this gift with one hand, with 
Care ehs b . 6 LAS.M.E. Hol the other planted so many rugged peaks, deep and 
oa “ Oy hae er of Pi Tau DT ce : ‘ i 109-  narrow valleys, precipitous canyon walls and glaciers, 

bies include hunting, fishing, and photography. all liberally sprinkled with snow and rain, that the area 
Norb is also a senior in 8 virtually unpopulated and undeveloped. A line of 

; : 4 fishing and lumbering settlements along the coast, and 
mechanical engineering : 

. an east and west line of small but growing towns along 
and a straggler from Ripon . : : : 

5 the Canadian National Railway to Prince Rupert, form 
College. He is a member . é 2 

3 7 an axis about which development can expand in this 
of Pi Tau Sigma and Tau . 

Z Beta Pi vast area 500 miles long between Vancouver and Prince 

Wo. io, . Rupert and extending nearly 200 miles to the east of 
He is considering going = 7 . 

4 . : the coast. Small ranches and fishing and hunting camps 
into Industrial Relations es . . 

5 ; dot this wild and beautiful region. 
after graduation. During 
the summer his engineering Nature’s gift for the Alcan development is the to- 

ee : skill is applied to installing pography. A group of finger lakes in the Tweedsmuir 

NORB LENIUS turbines at the shipyards Park area lie on the east slope of the Coast Range, fed 

in his home town of Stur- by heavy snow and rainfall. Together they extend from 
geon Bay. Spare time is spent hunting and skiing, about 120 miles to the east where their discharges con- 

either water or snow type. verge into Nechako River, a tributary of the Fraser. 
. The ‘fall’ from the upper lakes to the Nechako is about 

The British Columbia Project of the Aluminum Com- 260 feet. A deep-water arm or inlet from the famous 

pany of Canada, Limited, commonly termed the Alcan inland waterway along the B.C. west coast penetrates 

Project, has as its objective the production of aluminum far to the east, nearly to the mightiest peaks of the 

ingot. This needs power, lots of it, so much that avail- Coast Range. Fifty miles to the north another deep- 

ability of cheap power is generally a more important water inlet reaches the delta of Kitimat River beyond 

factor than any other in selecting the site for the which is a comparatively wide valley suitable for indus- 

smelter. Hauling ore to the smelter is a simple matter trial plant development. And so the stage is set and 
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This is the site on the Kemano River (foreground) chosen for the location of the underground powerhouse. It is situated at the | 

level of the construction camp and about 1,500 feet inside the foot of the mountain at the left. The path cleared up the mountain | 
side shows the location of the aerial tramway used to carry men and equipment to the camp 2,600 feet up the mountain. The road | 
beside Horetzky Creek (right background) was built for access to the Horetzky adit, or access tunnel. From this adit, construction 
was undertaken toward both ends of the ten mile tunnel. 

the Alcan Project is putting these natural conditions slides which would have menaced an outside power 
to work to make the aluminum for the hungry markets _ station at the foot of the project. 
of the world. The fundamental decisions of project planning and 

A dam on Nechako River, the Kenney Dam, has design shaped up the construction problem as a diffi- 
been built, and the waters of the finger lakes are creep- cult and complex operation. The program facing con- 
ing higher to unite and form a 120-mile-long reservoir. struction forces involved major structures and major 
This reservoir started filling on October 8, 1952. At the work over a distance of about 170 miles, for much of it 
upper end of these chains of lakes is Tahtsa Lake, is in extremely difficult mountainous country. The 
which lies in the shadow of the Coast Range. Coast Range separated the job into two major parts 

Tahtsa Lake, being highest up the chain and closest and no access ‘was possible between them except by 
to the Coast Range, was the logical selection for the 7 Vet the mountains. 
intake. Having decided on Tahtsa Lake as the tunnel The Kenney Dam is a rock-fill structure with an 
intake, the next major decision was that the power- impervious clay rolled-filled core sloping downstream 
house would be an underground plant. The principal and lying on heavy rock-fill. The design of the dam was 
advantages of going to an underground plant were influenced by the limited amount of glacial till clay 
reduction of the length of high pressure penstocks, available for the core and by relatively plentiful sup- 
freedom from maintenance difficulties due to the heavy _ plies of gravel and quarry rock nearby. The dam is 
snowfalls and relative freedom from danger of rock 345 feet high from the bottom of its foundations and 
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will have a 280 foot depth of water upstream when construction of 120 miles of access road. The access 
the reservoir is filled. Over 4,000,000 cu. yds. of rock, road to Tahtsa Lake was practical only to the east end 
clay, gravel and riprap were required to complete the of the lake and two self-propelled steel barges were 
structure. The filling operation by heavy rock trucks used to carry supplies the 18-mile length of the lake. 
and scrapers was done between early May and early During the winters of 1951 and 1952 the supply line 
December, 1952. The dam was completed in Decem- down the lake was handled largely by helicopter. Dur- 
ber, 1952. As of November, 1954, the reservoir depth ing the winter of 1953 the tunnel was open and supply 
at the dam was about 230 feet. It is expected that it was through the tunnel from Kemano. 
will oe than two years for the reservoir to fill At the west end of the power project the first access 

to elevation 2800. was by boat and barge to the delta of the Kemano 
Roughly 110 miles farther up the reservoir is the River. This point was accessible to tidewater shipping, 

west end of Tahtsa Lake where the intakes to the 10- and temporary dock facilities were started in March 
mile tunnel are located. One of the four tunnel exca- ot 1951. All of the supply of materials to this location 
vation headings operated from this location. was by boat or barge and much of the personnel move- 

The intake structure has been completed to supply Ment was handled by airplane from Vancouver. 

two tunnels to the powerhouse, although only the first From the port at Kemano an eleven-mile road was 

tunnel is to be built as part of the first stage of the built along the river to the powerhouse site. This road, 
hydroelectric development. These tunnel intakes are through muskeg and in a confined valley subject to 
equipped with gate controls that can be closed by re- flooding, was an extremely difficult construction job 
mote control as they will not need to be operated jn itself. At the base of the mountain through which 

except for emergencies or maintenance. the tunnel will bring the water, near the underground 

All of this work on the east side of the Coast Range powerhouse, the main construction camp and head- 
was supplied by the Canadian National Railway and quarters for the power-development construction were 

by trucks. The railhead for Kenney Dam was Vander- established (see fig. 1). 
hoof and a 65-mile access road was built to the dam. From this camp an access road was built eight miles 
The railhead for the Tahtsa work and the saddle dams up Horetzky Creek to the point where a horizontal 

was at Burns Lake, and these two operations required (Continued on page 52) 

Fig. 2.—This schematic diagram gives an idea of the relative location of West Tahtsa Lake which feeds the turbines, the tunnel, 
and the transmission lines up the Kemano River to Kitimat. 
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This particular need for water isn’t acute. 

But if... as so many students have . . . you elect the challenging field of 

Sanitary Engineering for your future, you’ll come up against many more 

problems of supplying, distributing, maintaining an adequate supply of 

water for homes and industries in a thirsty world. 

Here, you can count on the help of one valuable ally . . . cast iron pipe. 

Practically every city in America—large or small—uses it for water and gas 

mains... and over 60 of them have been served by cast iron pipe for a 

century or more. 

On its record, cast iron pipe is Man’s most dependable carrier of water. 

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 

Thos. F. Wolfe, Managing Director, 122 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 3, Ill. 

co 

‘AST IRON PIPE 222: an I a CENTURIES 
| 
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. 
Now...as in 1896... 

’ ole . 

there’s always room for ambition at Westinghouse 

George Westinghouse was the first recruiter of engineering dents and later directed the Company’s efforts. 

college graduates . . . first to realize that ambitious young Here’s an example of Westinghouse leadership. The 

men, with the vision, drive and spontaneous enthusiasm young engineer at the right is looking at the land-based 

of youth were the backbone of American industry. prototype for our country’s first atomic submarine engine 

Going further than recruiting, Westinghouse has led in . .. designed and built by Westinghouse . . . working with 

developing programs for training and helping young the Atomic Energy Commission and the U. S. Navy. 

engineers to reach their goals. Its famous Graduate There can bea great future for you at Westinghouse. For 

Student Program first shows them the many opportunities professional development, Westinghouse offers its Gradu- 

open to them at Westinghouse, and then helps them take ate Study Program, available at 19 universities from coast 

advantage of the one they choose. Its million-dollar Edu- to coast, and leading to Master’s and Ph.D. degrees... 

cational Center is the most advanced in industry. plus other programs tailored to fit your needs and desires. 

Isit any wonder that much of the success of Westinghouse Yes, there’s always room for ambitious men at West- 

has been due to engineers who came as graduate stu- inghouse . . . and we help them reach their goals. G-10284 

Ask your Placement Officer about career oppor- jo education F ) 
tunities at Westinghouse, or write for these two q ® wesnose I | 

you CAN BE SURE...1€ rs booklets: Continued Education in Westinghouse Uh pepaat ajdatat t— ) | 
e (describing our Graduate Study Program) @ Ze=5:... | | 

\ \ festin hous e and Finding Your Place in Industry. a. Il 
Write: Mr, C, W. Mills, Regional Educational oa | 

. Co-ordinator, Westinghouse Electric Corpora- Sea | | 
tion, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, Il. ee 

5 | 
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MERLIN A. EKLUND 

Western Chapter 

Merlin A. Eklund, president of — gineering problems course. Mr. Ek- _ past president, and program chair- 
the Western chapter, has worked lund is currently employed as an man of the Webster School P.T.A., 

for the Northern States Power electric distribution engineer for 4 member of St. Paul’s Lutheran 

Company since 1941 except for a the Northern States Power Com- Church, and a committeeman for 

two year period from. 1943 to 1945 pany in La Crosse. the: cub: scouts iof Webster School. 
when he was a civilian instructor Born in Peshtigo, Wis. on Sep- Mr. Eklund we ariied. ‘fo 

at the Virginia Military Institute, tember 9, 1918, Mr. Eklund studied Dol n Ht ume oa —s . 

Lexington, Virginia. There he electrical engineering at the Uni- GIOLES: ACHE OF Tau. MAILE: an 
taught courses in physics, mathe- versity of Wisconsin where he re- 1943 and they now have an 8 yess 
matics, and electrical engineering ceived a B.S. degree in 1941. He is old son, Steven. For recreation, 

and also received a citation for a member of N.S.P.E., Wisconsin Mr. Eklund enjoys fishing and 

outstanding instruction in an en- — Utilities Association, vice-president, | woodworking. 
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W S P.E fall back on to augment your re- port will be published in the April 
“sence tirement pay. issue. 

(Continued from page 16) " , 
. . Hobbies. Not necessarily the National Representatives Report. 

gether on Friday evening. An elec- usual handyman tasks, but some- The society’s national representa- 
tronic trio orchestra composed of thing or things which you've tive, Edwin J. Kallevang, reported 
Theodore Canepa on bass viol, always wanted to do. This will turn on the new headquarters building 

Carl Minor on sax and Edward you away from negative thoughts in Washington, D. C. He men- 

Leidy, accordion provided enlight- and stimulate your creative talents. tioned that the land has been pur- 
ening music for the group as did Abrams suggested that the newly chased and paid for. Out of the 

the popular Milwaukee Police retired person take a month’s va- $450,000 needed for the building, 

Quartet made up of Henry Kres- cation with his wife away from said Mr, Kallevang, $300,000 has 

nicka, lead, John Maher, tenor, home, just to get used to the slower been raised through the sale of 
William Brands, baritone, and Al- routine. Then, upon return, move bonds. The bonds are of $100 de- 
vin Pfeiffer, bass. The group was right into the interesting plans pomination and have an interest 
also entertained by Fred W. Stef- you've formulated and keep busy. rate of 4%. He urged all who are 
fan, a commercial artist for the in a position to buy them to do so. 

Schlitz Brewing Company, who Convention: Reports 5 oR 

sketched caricatures for it. Mr. P ecretarys Report. Secretary 
Steffan recently designed the new At the business meeting on Fri- Wagner gave a full report of his 

| city of Milwaukee flag. day afternoon, the following re- — Ctivities for the past year and 
. ports were given: : stressed the amount of work nec- 

‘No Magic i Age,’ En- <4 it z essa a are of a growi . No Magic Retirement Be, m President's Report. President essary to take care: of a growing 
gineers Told. “Reconversion, re- 5 society. He mentioned that it a . . . . Steinmetz gave a full report of the . orientation, or diversification—but 4 Blk eg would be well to consider obtain- ‘ > year’s activities. He commended . . . never retirement. . . . ing a full time secretary in the near the Interprofessional Committee futy ? 

That is the way older employees — on its work with the Architects Mune. , 
should look at the years ahead, ac- Committee. He also mentioned the Treasurer’s Report. Treasurer 
cording to Dr. Allen Abrams, vice- Ethics and Practice Committee in Cottingham gave the following 
president of the Marathon Corp. regard to the requirement of being Statement of the financial condition 

who addressed the group after the a Registered Professional Engineer of the society as of December 31, 
Friday luncheon. Abrams believes for certain public jobs. He com- 1954: 

advanced years is the time when mended the publicity chairman for FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR 1954 | 

men should realize: the excellent publicity for the so- Assets: 
“Good judgment suggests that ciety. He made special mention of Cash .........$ 2,699.15 

| we shift gradually from highly ac- the excellent quality of the News- Bond Purchase 

tive pursuits to those which de- letter and the work of the Wiscon- Vale esunne eee 
mand less and which follow our sin Engineer for the “Meet the Total Assets ......... $5,565.15 
inclinations better.” President” series and the inclusion General fund bal- , 

Abrams pointed out there is no °F the Engineers creed in the ance 1/1/54.$ 4,509.38 
; magic age which is best for retire. ™2gazine. To BIVe SOME idea of the 1954 Net Gain . # 0RB.TA 
| ment, because people are quite dif-  2#mount of work involved in pub- Balance of 

ferent in makeup. He suggested licizing the society, he mentioned Balance of gen- 

| that a sensible criterion for retire- that it was MECESSATY in a two year general fund 

ment should be the physical and period to write 90 letters to some: 12/31/54 ............ $5,565.15 
| mental condition of the individual, 300 people and to collect and edit SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS 
| - . . 62 pages in 8 issues of Newsletter . The greatest problem is prepar- material and 80-90 printed maga General Operations: 

ing oneself for the change-over ane sa es in 16 be © f an Receipts ..........+.. +. $17,702.29 
from active to passive business life, erie Engineer issues 0 e Remittances ni uh dernace WOB28125 
Abrams said. He stressed the need Oo arncun . Available for general op- a 

| for sound and serious planning for Fees and Classifications Commit- erations ............$ 6,879.04 
retirement. Among the important  'e: The committee gave a Te- Conventions: 
facts to be considered long before Port on salaries currently offered Receipts ..-..........+..$ 2,589.50 
the retirement date, he said, are: to graduating engineers and fed- Expenses ..........+2-+. 2,703.53 

Health 1 hes eral and state engineers. It also a 
reall * a your age and begin discussed the changes in wages x es e necesiene eormorcncee  LIIOS 

to do everything at a slower tempo paid to industrial workers and the e i 
and in moderation. infl £ existi Bank account ...........$ 335.77 influence of existing salary scales Bond purchase .......... 720.00 

Finances. Plan as far as is pos- on the professional status of the -_-_---—- 
sible to have a littke something to engineer. The committee’s full re- $ 1,055.77 
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ANALYSIS OF CASH we ee | Fi SESE 
Balance, January 1, 1954...  $ 2,363.38 Ss ‘ eee mea, J | HH : oe B 
Receipts: ; : 4 i HIE Oo pad 

General i ; P| , kes F 
Receipts . . .$17,702.29 pe 1 D 

Convention z 1 ae : 
i 5 oe) ‘ | Receipts ... 2,589.50 Te et ke Oa dl ; 

peat Lact ARS gh eae 
Total Receipts ....... 20,291.79 by ia) 4 ea ie a o) Lao ly 

------- Oe ee ee Ae | hie i -) | 
Sub-Total .......... $22,655.17 ais MO aa MRI a ie, ea 

Disbursements: On a ee ec a \o- ES. fis. 
Remittances . . $10,823.25 e W le ‘<, 4 s mae < e a . 

Convention OS. a a —— PS Gaal > Bei age cate TY ee eae 4 a aay 
Expense .. 2,703.53 A a fae HU a ie ae 

Expenses of Py es se ; ea ions as V4 » Pee 
Committees 1,937.38 , i. cn 5 ey re. *, 

aa 3 =A iar 
Expenses of aS Cee 7 OO ig 

| Secy’s Office 3,129.23 ag CS reed FN 
Purchase of j mI a) y mee a y v 

Bond ..... 720.00 < Ss “geetaran en | ice Fe { 
General nS 5 Pi ‘i tn ey 4 

| Expenses .. 642.63 a ae eae a 
| ee : og Pe: mei? g 

Total Disbursements . $19,956.02 , ‘fae. a7 y Va 

ees " \ y i “ yy 
Balance, December 31, cic 4 § ae 

1954 ovcissceseves § 2699.15 2 
Add: ° This photo, taken at the Friday night banquet, shows some of the members at the 

‘Outsanding: cheeks cn 120.50 annual meeting of WSPE held in Milwaukee on January 27-29. 

Bank Balance December 31, 3 Wisconsin E-I-T in WSPE at the Ethics and Practice Committee. 

TOBE ooo cxeramene HB BIDG earliest possible date. To do our The committee gave its report on 

Legislative Committee Report. share this year our first step was ethics relating to the engineering 
Much of the report was confined to prepare and send out our Mem- _ profession. The committee pointed 
to discussion of the Land Survey- bership Campaign Plan to all chap- out that over a period of years 

ors Registration Bill of which each ter chairmen. This was done in definite codes of ethics have been 
member has a copy and which has — July which we hoped would be formulated to govern the profes- 
been discussed much before. The — soon enough to retain some of the _s‘onal practice of engineers. It also 
committee reported on the various |= momentum gained last year. The brought up several pertinent prob- 
changes made in the bill in order — Plan covered seven parts: lems in ethics and practice. 
that the bill will be supported by (1) A Review of Prospects, Public Relations Committee Re- 

the society. (2) The Assignment of Chapter Quo- Ports The committee gave a short 
Nominating Committee Report. tas. report on the activities of the pub- 

The committee gave a report on (3) Information on Use of Last Year’s lic relations committees of the 
those nominated for office. Working File of all P.E.’s and various chapters in the state with 

The following nominees were E-I-T’s ‘not yet in WSPE. reference to the news coverage of 
elected: (4) Information on the Use of Pro- the society. Public relations ac- 

motional Material. tivities ar blished  f, ent] 
President—A. O. Ayres, Eau Claire (5) Suggestions for Assignment of aves ae me ms ws Tequen % 

First Vice-President—Arthur G. Beh- . aggesuons * Ssignmen! ° so a complete review is omitte 
‘ Prospect Cards to Solicitors. here. 

ling, Milwaukee . nere. 
Second Vice-President—Anthony L. (6) Filling out of Prospect Cards to Interprofessional Relations Re- 

Genisot, Rhinelander indicate action taken. port. The committee gave a report 
Secretary—Harold Kingsbury, Madison (7) and Finally, as often and promptly on the “Code of Interprofessional 
Treasurer—Willard S. Cottingham, as possible, the forwarding of the 5) 9 . 

5 ; ae - Practice” for the architects and en- 
Madison properly filled in application blank . = . . 

Director—Frank L. Carlson, La Crosse and appropriate fee to Secretary gineers of Wisconsin which was 
Director—Harold Trester, Oshkosh Wagner. adopted at the state meeting. The 

. . code, two years in the making, was 
Rog iiecte| Committee ae University Cooperating Commit- developed by the Joint Committee 
: Ne he Menge ve dee envere tee. The committee reported on its | on Interprofessional Relations 
py the Membership Committee: work with U. W. concerning the = which consists of six architects 
The objective of the Member- possibility of increasing the en- from the Wisconsin Architects As- 

ship Committee is to enroll every gineering curriculum from the pres- sociation and six engineers of 
resident Wisconsin P.E. and every ent 4 years to 5 years. W.S.P.E. 
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The functional groups also gave _ ability to get things done was not Highway Commission told of the 

their reports at the Friday after- closely related to his so called activities of the society in relation 
noon business meeting. The various “I.Q.” Some people are very logical to the publicly employed en- 
group reports in brief follow: in their approach to a problem. gineer. 

Industrial Group Report. The Others don’t think straight and are Louis J. Larson, consulting weld- 

general discussion of the group was “just thrown together very loosely”. ing engineer _ for Allis-Chalmers 

built around the current problems Both may have a very high degree Manufacturing Co. a Milwaukee 
of Professional Engineers in indus- of intelligence and both may be discussed the society's activities 
try. The problem of engineers in very successful in their proper field. with reference to the industrially 

key positions not being registered The important thing is that the in- employed engineer. 
was discussed. Dean Wendt dividual has enough gray matter to Roy A. Griffith, director of en- 

brought out that in most cases do the things he is supposed to do. gineering, Transistor Division of 
these people could qualify for the Mr. Replogle stressed the fact the Minneapolis Honeywell Regu- 
positions without taking exams if that human relations start in the lator Co. talked about raising the 

they are 35 years of age or over. heart and not in the head, and that Co. _ talked about _Taising the 
The group commended the State we can hardly expect to have good standards of the engineering pro- 

Board of Registration for their international relations until we — fession. He brought out many good 

work in the past year. learn to have good interpersonal thoughts on getting young engi- 
Education Group Report. The  ‘elations. We need to exert more —_Neers to ba tess Ue ps and to 

group concerned itself with the effort in finding out what the other “oe P ofessional, Hiei Woe. 
problem of whether the present en- fellow is trying to accomplish \ = . a va Ik You . i 
gineering courses of 4 years be When he appears in opposition to nh su ject ° the tak eid y 
lengthened to 5 years. It was felt Our ideas, rather than ignoring or own W. Seeger, vice-president 
that in this way the students would avoiding him. He also expressed and. assistant secretary of Cutler— 
be given a chance to take more some fear that we are developing — Hammer, Ine. Milwaukee. Mr, 
liberal arts courses in order to Such a high degree of specializa- Seeger toldl of the vital need for 
broaden their backgrounds and tion in dealing with “things” that unity —_ Snemecring DRSleSsian 
learn better how to get along with it is hard to find good managers of | S*YNS> We' need. common: objec- 

act a lence. 

Public Benployment prong es THE PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING A full development of some of these port. leg up Ke SOCIETY talks will be presented in the April Wis- whether a requirement for some WHAT IS: IT DOING consin. Bagiieer. 

public positions be that the appli- WHAT SHOULD IT DO— 

cant be a P.E. . FOR your . 

Consulting Group Report. The Seven prominent engineers ap- ENGINEERING EXAMINATIONS 
group discussed ethics in engineer- peared as a panel at the state meets The Wisconsin Registration 
ing practice and fees and classifica- ing on Saturday morning and dis- Board of Architects and Pro- 
tions of jobs. It brought out that cussed vanous aouites eee Eto fessional Engineers have an- 
the engineering profession should fessional Engineering Society. nounced the dates of their 
strive to be more honorable such as Kure. Wendt, Dean of the Col- next Engineering Examina- | 
the medical and law professions. lege of Engineering at the Univer- tions as June 14 and 15, 1955. 

sity of Wisconsin, discussed “Activ- To be eligible for those exam- 
a , ities Relating to the Engineer in inations, application must be 
MR AND MRS. ENGINEER Education.” on file in the Board’s office on 

Dr. Fred Replogle, of Rohrer, John Gammell, director of grad- or before April 15, 1955. Ap- 
Hibler and Replogle, Chicago, II- uate training for Allis-Chalmers in plication forms and informa- 
linois addressed the Professional Milwaukee talked about getting tion may be obtained at or by 
Engineers, their ladies and guests more students in high school to writing to the Board’s office, 
at their Annual Banquet held at the _ take more science and mathematics 1140 State Office Building, 
Schroeder Hotel in Milwaukee on courses in order that they be bet- Madison, Wisconsin. 
Friday evening, January 29th. The ter trained for the engineering pro- 
subject matter of Mr. Replogle’s fession. 

most interesting talk, which con- Henry J. Hunt, vice-president of NEW MEMBERS 
cerned industrial psychology, was Mead and Hunt, Inc., consulting Following is the new list of mem- 
almost as broad as its title: “Mr. engineers, Madison, Wis., discussed bers admitted January 27, 1955: 
and Mrs. Engineer”. the activities of the society relating Fox River Valley Sponsored by 

Mr. Replogle pointed out that to the consulting engineer. Leonard A. Montie....George Martin 
there are no good measures of “in- William F. Steuber, assistant en- Walter Hirchert, Jr....C. W. Rollman 
telligence” and that an individual’s gineer for the Wisconsin State (Continued on page 62) 
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As a major step in its pace-setting program of 

advance planning, The Glenn L. Martin Company 

has expanded its operations into the field of 

nuclear power. 

This means that a top team of scientists, physi- 

cists and engineers is being integrated under the 

Martin mcthod to carry on a planned, long-range 

program in this tremendous new science. 

‘There are exceptional opportunities for creative 

engincers. 

BALTIMORE: MARYLAND © 
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CNEW DEPARTURES” IN SCIENCE & INVENTION 
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L U c K i LY, If Euclid had lived 2,300 years longer, he would have made 

Tau Bete. That’s why he’s pictured here wearing the 

EUCLID WAS Tav Beta Pi key. 
After all, every engineer owes Euclid a big debt. At New 

A G R E E K Departure, for example, we work with circles and spheres. 

Without Euclid, we might still be getting started. 

| As it is, though, New Departure has gone further with spheres 

| een ™ 7 and circles in relation to moving parts than anyone else in 

Vien rT] “i ae the world. From this knowledge have come such advances 

i Wem os i as the Sealed-for-Life and the double-row angular-contact 

ras ae ere pee: [ ball bearings. And it’s advances like these that make New 

re Eli joo —% mee Departure the world leader in ball bearings. 

Lee ca NEW DEPARTURE + DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS ~ BRISTOL, CONN 
an er ‘ ae . 

4 A VAN 
soo) 5 is £L de iy BALL BEARINGS 

From the drawing boards at New Departure have come many of the ge 
world's ball bearing advancements. Such leadership is one reason 
why engineers everywhere specify New Departure ball bearings. NOTHING ROLLS LIKE A BALL 
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DONALD C. POTE will receive his B.S. degree in Mechanical 
Engineering from Princeton University this June. He’s been 
quite active in interclub athletics—football, basketball and 

EE! baseball—and served a term as Club Athletic Director. He’s 
also found time to work on ‘‘The Princeton Engineer’’ as Asso- 

> _ ciate Editor. Right now, Don is making thorough plans for his 
2 — - _. employment after graduation. 

os: > 
... a _ ““c . q« ot Chuck” Noren answers: 

4 ‘ 4 i The answer to that is easy, Don, if you mean initial assign- 
- | ” ments. Generally speaking, a graduate’s first assignment is 

-— influenced by his previous training and his expressed interest 
4 ae in a particular type of work. Whenever possible, Du Pont 

Rocce | assigns a man to the type of work he is trained for and wants 
CHARLES H. NOREN received his B.S. in Min- —he’ll do better in any field if he’s highly interested. For 

ing Engineering from the University of North example, my master’s thesis was on the use of explosives, 
Dakota before he entered the U.S. Air Force. and my first Du Pont assignment was a study of the effi- 
Later he returned to school for an MS. from the ciency of explosives. 

noun weno! ot Nae eae in tote ee But experience on the job really constitutes new training. 
No CORTE OE NE EF ONY EIN DIOY Mie) bs VOUe You learn about other branches of science and engineering — foren has had a wide variety of job assign- broad how hyough dail t 2 
ments. At present he is engaged in a fundamen- you broaden your Nonzons v ough davy con acts with tal research project concerned with commercial men having other skills. The result is that arbitrary divi- 
explosives at Du Pont’s Eastern Laboratory in sions between technical branches gradually dissolve, and 
Gibbstown, N. J. you become ready for new assignments and new responsi- 

bilities—even outside your original field. In my own case, I 
developed quite a bit of skill in mechanical and civil engi- 
neering techniques when I was called upon to supervise the 

NOW AVAILABLE for student ASME “shooting” of an experimental tunnel for the evaluation of 
chapters and other college groups, a 16-mm. new explosives—even though my original training was in 
sound-color movie—“Mechanical Engineer- mining engineering. 

ing at D uy Fonte ee antes information . Of course, specialization ina definite field may be con- 
(Inc.), 2521 Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, tinued if the man specifically wants it and reveals a talent 

Delaware. for it. The best opportunities for that are in research and 
development. Naturally, the value of this kind of work is 
also recognized at Du Pont. 

0 T So, no matter what your initial assignment may be, Don, 
Du Pont is anxious to bring out your best. A good rule to 8 y' 

Sa remember is this. A graduate’s first assignment is often nec- 
“™ essarily based on his field of training and his degree, but his 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY subsequent progress at Du Pont is always based on his dem- 

WATCH “‘CAVALCADE OF AMERICA” ON TELEVISION onstrated ability. 
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This analogue computer, a pioneer in this age of “‘think- 
ing machines’’, was developed by Standard Oil scientists. 

. at . vy New Electronic ‘‘Engineer 

Solves Tough Refinery Problem 

THE MEN who design modern oil refineries _ the design stage. Using this device, they could 

need specific information about temperature determine in advance the temperature dis- 

distributions in different parts of pressure tribution in the joint between two pressure 

vessels. Such information, essential to safety | vessels having a common head. Thus they 

and efficient operation, is often extremely were able to duplicate in 20 seconds the heat 

difficult to obtain by conventional mathemat- _ stress picture within the unit during an 8 hour 

ical methods. start-up to shut-down period. 

Scientists at Standard Oil’s Whiting lab- Creative scientific thinking made possible 

oratories recently developed and built an this constructive achievement by engineers 

electrical analogue capable of simulating spe- | who have chosen to build their careers at 

| cific conditions within a refinery unit stillin Standard Oil. . 

Standard Oil Company 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 

( STANDARD ) 
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Above: Chemical Engineering Building on ce a og LH oe _ 
the left, Electrical Engineering, right. The ay aA a a 
space between these two will eventually be in 6 A . | ee es oe 
occupied by the final section of the New Engi- 2 EC ee «if ; 
neering Building. oe F - 2 

Right: Mechanical Engineering. el 

When you look through the next fifteen pages of the Wisconsin Engineer you'll 
come across descriptions and explanations of interest to engineering students both 
present and future. The several articles point out the need for more engineers and 
also the significance of the engineer’s role in our technical society. Each of the five 

. engineering departments is represented by a photo of some representative phase 
of that branch, and by a piece from the department chairman on the training and 
jobs to be had in the branch. The Section is concluded with a series of questions typ- 
ical of those asked by high school students thinking of enrolling in engineering 
school. The Wisconsin Engineer hopes that many of you high school seniors who 
read the magazine will decide to enroll in the college next fall. 
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. I, En ineerin rofesston e G eV Gg O 

‘ by Kurt F. Wendt 
Dean, College of Engineering 

ee in our homes and for much of the control equipment of 

_ | ’ e _. modern industry, for medical equipment such as x-rays, 

eae PF and for such interesting developments as the new high- 

i i fs speed electronic computers. 

8 a) . The mechanical engineer deals chiefly with the de- 

, : _ sign and construction of machines for the generation 

= V _ or transformation of power, and for the production of 
aa % No pe ag other machines. Power generation, particularly steam 

Pe ee es 7 power, internal combustion engines, tools and machin- 

= ery, heating, ventilating, refrigeration and industrial 

KURT F. WENDT planning are the common subdivisions within the field. 

The mining engineer searches for and extracts all 

What is engineering? What does the engineer do? classes of minerals from the earth. The field naturally 

Should I be an engineer? divides itself into three parts: mining geology, con- 

Engineering is both an art and a science directed cerned with discovery and exploration; mining en- 

toward the adaptation of materials found in nature into gineering proper, involving design, construction and 

useful forms, and the harnessing and conversion of operation of plants for the recovery of ore from the 

natural forces into useful power by efficient and earth; and mineral dressing, dealing with the develop- 

economical means. ment and operation of processes for the separation of 

The profession is divided into five major fields: the valuable minerals from associated wastes. The 

chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, and mining and _ metallurgical engineer is concerned with the extraction 

metallurgical engineering, each with many subdivisions. of metals from their ores and in the subsequent refining 

Manufacturing or processing of substances from raw and combination of metals to produce alloys possessing 

materials through carefully controlled chemical and _ special properties. 

physical changes comprise the field of chemical en- The functional divisions of engineering are: admin- 

gineering. The main divisions are: (1) unit operations, istration, planning and design, sales and consulting, 

including such physical problems as transportation of construction and installation, production and operation, 

fluids and solids, heat transfer, absorption of gases, dry- research and development, and teaching. Nearly one- 

ing, distillation and filtration; (2) unit processes which third of all engineers rise to administrative positions 

involve making changes through chemical reactions; where their primary task is to direct the work of others. 

and (3) process control and instrumentation. About 40 per cent of all industrial executives are en- | 

Civil engineering is the oldest branch, and at one  gineers. In such positions the ability to deal with | 

time included all engineering of a non-military char- human and business problems is of paramount im- 

acter. The main divisions are structural, sanitary, hy- portance. Supplementing engineering courses with 

draulic, and transportation engineering. Our great training in commerce and law, either while in college 

buildings, bridges, dams and tunnels are designed and or later, can pay handsome dividends. 

erected by the structural engineer. Water supply and Whether the division is by fields or by function there 

sewage disposal systems are the concern of the sani- are no hard and fast lines of demarkation. Many areas 

tary engineer. The control and distribution of water of work and a large variety of duties are common to 

for power, irrigation, flood control, and water supply _ several divisions. For this reason you will find many 

are in the field of hydraulics. The transportation en- courses common to all engineering curricula. As in any 

gineer designs the roadways and terminal facilities for profession, success in engineering demands integrity, 

motor vehicles, railroads, and aircraft. industry, perseverance, courtesy, and good personality. 

Electrical engineering has two main divisions: the In addition, interest in and aptitude for mathematics, 

generation, transportation, and application of electrical _ the sciences, and written and oral expression are of pri- 

energy which is called power engineering; and the mary importance. If you possess these qualities and 

broad field of communications and electronics which aptitudes and find the duties of engineers attractive you 

includes telegraph, telephone, radio, radar, and televi- can become a successful engineer. The demand for 

sion. The electrical engineer is responsible for furnish- men and women with sound engineering training is 

ing much of the power used in industry, for lighting great. The rewards, materially and in personal satis- 

of all types, for the design of many labor-saving devices faction, are substantial. END 
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Stop and Think op an in 

by W. R. Marshall, Jr. 
Associate Dean 

It is a well known fact, which can be verified from = 
anyone’s experience, that there are many dissatisfied 3 
people in the world today. They change from one job ‘ 
to another in the hopes of finding more happiness and oar 
satisfaction as well as more income. Did it ever occur a 
to you boys and girls to stop and to ask yourselves why v : e " 
there are so many people in this group? I will tell you | : 
one reason, a very important one, and one which many j : e 
of them could have avoided. They did not take time in me : : 
high school to investigate all the vocations available ; 
for them, and then, most important of all, to decide re 
into which one of these activities they should enter to W. R. MARSHALL, JR. 
find their greatest happiness and success in terms of quality, and your thoughts logically expressed. Mathe- 
their abilities and interests. matics is the language of the engineer in his specialized 

People have to settle on things for themselves. High field. You will need at least three years of mathematics 
school students usually delay this decision until college. and, if you have four, your first year work in college 
College students never find time to arrive at a conclu- _ will be easier. Science is important because you should 
sion. The result is just what we have observed—dis- have a knowledge of the laboratory method before 
satisfied and “drifting” men and women. entering college. A year of physics or a year of chem- 

Today, my young friends, in this greatest of ages of istry or both, if possible, are very desirable. Besides 
rapid development, the first thing you should do is to these technical prerequisites, an engineer should have 
be sure that you are taking the subjects in high school as much foreign language, history, and social studies 
which will enable you to enter a general or specialized _as his high school can provide. By all means have some 
university course. You can do this without omitting any sport as a hobby. Do you now see what a wide field 
particular subject you may enjoy if you care to work _ is left open to you for making your own choice of sub- 
hard enough. Now you may say to me, “I don’t know _ jects? Would it surprise you, were I to tell you that 
what I want to be.” My answer to you is that nobody if you presented the above program you could fit into 
else was 100% sure that he did, when he was your age. almost any vocational field? So you see that it is not 
That is just why you should consider my suggestion difficult to be SURE now, and to be PREPARED to 
very seriously. carry out any decision you may make, when you are 

Your vocation may be in a religious, technical, pro- ready. 

fessional, or business field. At the last minute in high To be an engineer requires special interests and abil- 
school, you suddenly make a positive and final decision, ities. The student must be willing to devote his time 
and then the question, Will you have the required eagerly to intensive study and never give up regard- 
credits in your high school course to enter the college less of how hard the work becomes. Not everyone has 
or university which will prepare you best for your the determination and perseverance required to do this. 
chosen vocation? My advice to you, based on the many Unless you have, you will never be an engineer. 
years of experience of our freshman advisors with An engineer must also be willing to accept the great 
thousands of students like you, is: Take invoice NOW; _ responsibility he must assume for the welfare of others. 
be SURE. He is devoted to the study of the best-known engineer- 

Now let us assume that you make the decision to be ing methods, to the discovery of better ways to pro- 
an engineer and to come to the College of Engineering tect his fellow man in time of danger, and to develop 
at the University of Wisconsin. his sources of supply and leisure for more purposeful, 

On your arrival one of the first things we will check satisfactory, and happy living in times of peace. I am 
with great care is your preparation in English. En- sure you can readily see that to do this an engineer 
gineers must be masters of English because technical needs the most rigorous type of specialized training. 
reports must not only be informative, they must be Without a good high school foundation, no one can 
concise and accurate; they must convince others. As start such a program in college. 
an engineer you may have to address groups of people; Besides the specialized training which is required of 
you must guide the thinking and activities of others in an engineer, it is essential that he have a broad gen- 
carrying out important engineering projects. Your use eral education. People do not always reason out that 
of spoken English must, therefore, be of the highest (Continued on page 56) 
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Jobs for the Engineer 

by H. G. Goehring 
Placement Director 

i 22,000 and less than 20,000 in 1954. According to this 

‘ . study, the engineering profession needs 20,000 engi- 
iY neering graduates annually for civilian peacetime needs 

| alone. In addition, the military needs must be added 
Boe ig a to civilian requirements. 

7 i What does this mean to the high school students 
sa . f about to select a college program? All young men to 

A | - be graduated from high schools should carefully con- 

iy = 4 sider their capabilities in Mathematics and the Physical 

.™~ | Sciences, their interests in these areas, and their over- 

\ Bl all high school records. Those who have made above 

| — average records in these studies should give consider- 
H. G. COEHRING able thought to engineering as a profession in the light 

of the excellent long range opportunities presented. 

During the past several years there has been an in- To the college graduate it should mean an excellent 

creasing demand for engineers. The supply of engineers opportunity to find out by personal consultation the 
decreased annually during this period, reaching the variety of opportunities available. Companies from all 

low point with the graduating class of 1954. During industries are sending representatives to the campus. } 
that year it appeared the demand was becoming sta- During the first semester of the 1954-55 year 300 com- 
bilized. However, the demand for the 1955 graduate panies sent representatives to talk to approximately 100 
is greater than at any time in the past, and from all mid-year graduates. Approximately 350 companies will 
indications will continue to exceed the supply for sev- be represented on the campus during the current 
eral years. Salaries for inexperienced engineers are semester. Here is an opportunity for the graduating 
continuing to show a slight increase, but give indica- engineer to learn about employment possibilities in | 

tions of leveling off at a slightly higher figure than that practically any field. Many of these employment oppor- 
offered during the spring of 1954. tunities are with Wisconsin employers located both in 

Let us look first at the supply. In 1949 approximately large and small towns throughout the state. 

600 students were awarded Bachelor of Science degrees Although many seniors are expecting to enter the 

in Engineering at the University of Wisconsin; in 1950 armed services shortly after graduation, it is empha- 

there were 800 such awards; in 1951, approximately sized that the great majority of companies will offer | 

555; in 1952, slightly more than 400; in 1953 about 330, employment regardless of the imminence of induction. : 

in 1954 about 275 and in 1955 there will be approxi- Men so employed are granted military leave and their 

mately 325. Similar conditions exist in engineering col- employment continues unbroken during this period. 

leges throughout the country. Enrollment in the class Even though induction into the armed services imme- 

entering in the fall of 1951 showed an increase over diately follows graduation, the opportunity to estab- 

the preceding year and that of 1952 exceeded that of lish contacts is available right on the campus. Such 

the previous year by approximately 50%. Enrollment in contacts can be renewed upon separation from the 

the fall of 1953 showed an increase of approximately service much more easily than new contacts can be 

15% over 1952 and in the fall of 1954 another increase made. 

of about 17%. The interest evidenced by high school Opportunities for summer employment are available 

seniors indicates continuation of high enrollment in in many sections of the country. Some of this work is | 

engineering. The first substantial increase to be felt correlated directly with training programs for the 

through larger graduating classes will be experienced graduate and students electing these opportunities will 

during 1956 when it is anticipated the class will gain worthwhile experience and receive good remun- 

approximate 450. eration for their efforts. Other companies offer shop 

Looking at the demand, a survey conducted by the experience which provides an excellent background for 

Manpower Committee of the American Society for En- engineering work in the future. Information on en- 

gineering Education shows that this country needs a gineering opportunities including summer employment 

minimum of 30,000 new engineers annually and that _ is available in the Engineering Placement Office, Room 

the total number graduated in 1953 was slightly over 261, Mechanical Engineering Building. END 
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I endl of the a reshman 

by Prof. K. G. Shiels and Mary R. O’Keefe 

| student has a schedule of classes arranged and Fresh- 
\ man Period comes to an end. 

‘ee With the start of classes the engineering student finds 
J that his lectures, recitations, laboratory periods, etc. 

wo fill up the most of his daytime hours and that his nor- 
‘ . mal program of studies requires about thirty hours per 

a, 4 — week of preparation outside the classroom. He then 
ra La realizes that the advice he has received to apply him- 

Oo : self diligently to his studies and to organization of his 
a a yy time and efforts is sound. We might say that it is at 

SS A | this point the real work of the Freshman Advisor Office 
‘ 2. ¢ / begins. Many students will need further conference to 

~~ y.= answer questions regarding financial problems, diffi- 
Se inte a ae culty in a subject, or the need of a reduction in load 

e os due to the necessity of outside work for support. Some 
a will feel the need of a place to come just for a friendly 

ess visit. At the six week point in the semester, all fresh- 
PROFESSOR SHIELS AND MISS O’KEEFE men will call at the Advisor Office to receive their six 

weeks grades and conferences will be held with all 

The academic affairs of the freshmen in the College atidents wh te Hot doing sahistasiany Sioek, AX these 
of Engineering are administered by the freshman ad- discussions every cffort wil pe inte help the atu. 
visor office which is responsible for the registration, eu make a al ba vel a en te | i Ber . 
advising, counseling and scholarship of the freshmen statlies Some will Da i ered fo the oul ent maa 
students. When the prospective engineers report for ms Ce inter ae ae pecial help m ‘developing better stu y 
Freshman Period at the University of Wisconsin next techniques, mm improving mending alality or an finding 
September, they will find that their advisor office has an educational objective. The student will learn that 

been anticipating the student’s arrival with consider- elboues Gyety Disincter stan sad teady to eive hint 
able interest. extra help, he must take the initiative. 

In following the schedule of events arranged for Once each week throughout the first semester the 
Freshman Period, the students will be given a variety freshmen engineers meet as a group for a series of lec- 

of tests including the placement examination in mathe- tures arranged by the Freshman Advisor Office and 
matics. The advisor office tells all prospective en- designed to help the students in their adjustment to 
gineering students to review their algebra during the college and to improve their understanding of the fields 

summer before their freshman year so as to be ready Of engineering. Here the freshman will meet. faculty 
for this important test which covers the material pre- embers from all the departments of the engineering 
sented in one and one half years of high school algebra. Ollege and hear about the Activitles of engineers in 
Those failing this test are required to enroll in a non- the various branches of engineering. 
credit course in algebra for one semester. The week The Freshman Advisor Office is sincerely interested 
of Freshman Period will clarify many questions para- in each individual student and in making their brief 

mount in the minds of students. Group meetings with visit with you now while you are still in high school, 
their dean and with their freshman advisor will be we would like you to know that no question of a pros- 

helpful and enlightening. High school records will have _pective engineer is too trivial to be given consideration 
been examined and students with need for special and thought. We are looking forward to meeting you 
counsel will be called aside for individual conference next September and to having your assistance in allow- 
before their program of studies is finally set up. Those ing us to know you and to help you with your problems. 
with four units of high school mathematics and high If you are on the campus at an earlier date, we would 

achievement on the placement test may be called for be pleased to have you call at the office located in 

group conference and informed of the opportunity to Room 22 of Temporary 24 building for a visit. 
start in an advanced mathematics course. Finally every END 
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Chemical Engineering 

by Professor Olaf A. Hougen 
Chairman, Chemical Engineering Department 

ba i Prof. Olaf A. Hougen has been Chairman 

a Gees of the Department of Chemical Engineer- 

a] iC ing since 1946. He is from Manitowoc, Wis- 
: es consin, and received his BS (cum laude) in 

ms) ChE from the University of Washington. 

4 J He has been with the University of Wis- 

maw! Ue S consin since 1917, and received a degree of 
: - / ChE and his PhD here. He is a member of 
- . ee | AICHE, ACHS, and numerous other engi- 

a Yen Ta neering societies. 

This is a chemical age! During the past ten years the chemical indus- 

tries of the United States have been expanding nearly three times as fast as 

the average of all other industries. For all industries in America the increase 

has been 1.75 fold; for the chemical industry the increase has been 4.5 fold. 

During these ten years, chemical production in the United States has in- 

creased from 4.3 to 17 billion dollars per year. 

Another significant advantage of the chemical industries is that they 

are scattered among many small companies where personal initiative and 

responsibility count, and where the opportunities for personal gain are 

commensurate with individual enterprise. Contrary to common notions, the 

four leading chemical industries of America—E. I. duPont de Nemours and 

Company, Monsanto Chemical Company, Celanese Corporation, and Dow 

Chemical Company—control only 15 per cent of our chemical industry as 

compared with the steel industry, where four concerns control 75 per cent 

of production. 

The average age of the chemical engineer in industry is only 30 years. 

This means that his responsibilities come early in life. 

Chemical engineering deals primarily with the problems of chemical 

production and with any manufacturing process where chemical changes 

occur, as in the production of coal products, petroleum products, paints, 

pharmaceuticals, plastics, rubber. This list can be extended to a thousand 

products. 

One prominent duty of the chemical engineer is to translate the work 

of the chemical laboratory into large-scale production, to design and oper- 

ate a chemical plant under profitable conditions. 

<———— Plate courtesy The Cornell Engineer 
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Cuil Engineering 

by Prof. James G. Woodburn 
Chairman, Civil Engineering Department 

0 = Prof. James G. Wood- ments, and with public agencies in city planning, rede- 

e - “a FR —burn has been Chairman velopment of slum areas, and laying out of parks and 
4 ~— AY _ of the Department of Civil playgrounds. Most spectacular in the field of structural 
ofl | __Engineering since 1949. He _ engineering is the construction of great bridges. Many 
Ail Ay i 8 ae was born in Bloomington, have been built, others are under construction, while 

if 2 3 io lg Indiana, and received his _ still longer and larger ones are being planned for the 
wy | BA and MA from Indiana near future. 

\\ a ot aa University, his BS from With growth in population comes also increased de- 

Ne Purdue, and his PhD from mand for civil engineers to provide safe and adequate 
a the University of Michi- public water supplies and to build sewerage systems 
aa gan. He taught at the State and treatment plants which will return waste waters 

College of Washington for to the streams in a form least harmful to fish and other 
several years before coming to Wisconsin. He has wild life and most satisfactory from the standpoint of 
specialized in Hydraulic Engineering and the legal use of the lakes and streams by the public. Civil en- 
phases of engineering, and is co-author of the Hydrau-  gineers design and build flood control works to pre- 
lics text used in several university courses. vent or reduce damage from floods, improve river chan- 

nels for the benefit of navigation, and provide port 
The profession of civil engineering offers many em- facilities for both inland and foreign shipping. Water 

ployment opportunities for college graduates. More- Power plants are designed by civil engineers and built 
over, the number and variety of such opportunities are under their guidance. Many engineers are engaged in 
increasing with the growth of our population and the _ land reclamation, either by the draining of low swampy 
development of new inventions and processes. lands or by bringing irrigation water to dry lands from 

Civil engineers have always been connected with the named or reseivoly ftaeagh qalles of camel and 
development of transportation systems. The great ad- aque uees! . . 
vance in the nineteenth century was in the building of Many civil engineers also find work as surveyors. 
our railroads, which still employ many engineers in Surveying 1s one of the first jobs to be done when an 
both operation and maintenance. The mid-twentieth engineering project 1s undertaken. Surveys must be 
century sees continued expansion of highways, airlines, made to aid in determining the most economical and 
and pipelines. The growth of highway traffic that has feasible routes for highways, irrigation canals, and 

resulted from population growth and establishment of pipelines. Sueh surveys have been greatly speeded by 
new cities and industries has led to the rapid building aerial mapping. There must be surveys of sites for 
of expressways and tollroads. The development of air- bridges, buildings, dams, and airports: The proper lay- 4 

ports and allied facilities, not only in this country but 18 out of housing and coe mbieina) development: 
all over the world, has been phenomenal. Pipelines are depends largely on detailed surveys of the proposed 
coming to be a highly favored mode of transportation sites. Surveyors also locate property Hines and. dete 
for petroleum products and natural gas. The civil en- mine areas, and thus help to settle disputes helwean 
gineer occupies a prominent place in the planning, land owners. Much of our country’s area still remains 

surveying, designing, constructing and operating of all fo be mapped in detail and many surveyors are engaged 
these transportation facilities. in that work, . . . 

Another field that continues to be very attractive to “ Seda acting ae ne, capa of 
civil engineers is that of structures. There is increasin, ‘ 

denn forme hmsing chopping ecto, ace ZOE Pens wh ae cgs an quid ene 
space, public buildings, factories, and other structures ae : ste 

of all kinds, both large and small. Civil engineers are Oe ae ‘ou cat gph rr et et 
associated with architects in the design and construc- . se 
tion of large steel and concrete buildings, with con- aera imate toate crofesen fhe ae 
tractors in the design and building of homes and apart- people who have done well in their college work, who 

have gone ahead to take graduate work, and who also 

<—__—_& Plate courtesy Georgia Tech Engineer have acquired some practical experience. END 
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Electrical En ineert G eer ng 

by Professor H. A. Peterson 
Chairman, Electrical Engineering Department 

eee on 
oy » Prof. Harold A. Peterson has been Chair- 

i | i man of the Depaitment of Electrical Engi- 

a * 4 neering since 1947. He is from Essex, Iowa, 
wy - y % re fee ~ and received his BS and MS (with high dis- 
4 ; y | AL _ tinction) from the University of Iowa. He 

. es ey is a Fellow in AIEE, a Senior Member of 
1 i ia IRE, and a member of several other engi- 

/ \ aa! neering societies. He also holds eight pat- 
f ents in the field of electrical engineering. 

Electrical Engineering is a young profession and, therefore, a young man’s profession. 

In 1882 the first electric generators were put in operation. The first electric gener- 

ator driven by a waterwheel was put in operation in Appleton, Wisconsin, on Septem- 

ber 30, 1882. Since that time growth and development of the profession have been phe- 

nomenal. Today the American Institute of Elsctrical Engineers (AIEE) has over 45,000 

members. This is more than any of the other founder societies. In addition there are over 

37,000 members of the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE). 

A few generations ago, electricity was available in the homes of only a few. Today it 

is available in almost every home. Electrical engineers have been largely responsible for 

bringing this about. Today heavy tasks around the farm home, and other tasks in all homes, 

can be done quickly, efficiently, and without drudgery. The benefits of radio and television 

have been brought to many homes. These are some of the more obvious consequences of 

electrical engineering. Many others are less obvious and very complex such as the con- 

tcol of guided missiles, gunfire control, automatic pilots, transistors, and high speed elec- 

tronic computing devices. Much imagination and keen insight along with advanced train- 

ing in science and mathematics are required for creative work in these areas. 

At the University of Wisconsin our facilities in the Engineering Building are among 

the best in the country. Our course of study in electrical engineering is constantly under 

surveillance so that improvements can be made from time to time to keep in step with the 

needs and demands of industry. 

There is a joint student branch of the AIEE-IRE on the campus with a faculty mem- 

ber in charge as branch councilor. This student branch elects its own officers, holds regu- 

lar meetings, and sponsors activities of interest to student engineers. It affords a means for 

orienting students with regard to professional activities within the AIEE and IRE follow- 

ing graduation. 

The University of Wisconsin offers excellent opportunities for study in electrical engi- 

neering. Young men and women with good high school records and a real interest in sci- 

ence and mathematics would do well to consider enrolling in this course of study which 

leads to a most interesting professional life of basic importance to our economy and security. 
END 

<_____@& Plate courtesy Westinghouse Electric 
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ecnanica nqgineering 

by Benjamin Elliott 
Chairman, Mechanical Engineering Department 

Co Prof. Ben G. Elliott has been Chairman of the Department 
oo of Mechanical Engineering since 1948. He was born in North 

_ | : Platte, Nebraska, and received his BS and MS from Rose Poly- 
a oe technic Institute, and a degree of ME from the University of 

oo = Wisconsin. A Fellow in ASME, he has been vice-president of 
_ this society since 1953. He was Director of the National So- 

F ciety of Professional Engineers from 1951 through 1954, and 
‘ is active in numerous other engineering and civic organiza- 

\ als tions. He has also written several textbooks on the automobile. 

Mechanical Engineering is concerned with the design, manufacture and operation of all types of machines 

and equipment. It may truly be said that the mechanical engineer is a “builder” of machines and equipment 

for all industry. 

The mechanical engineer designs and produces the “machine tools” which are the prime requirements in 

our huge industrial system. He also designs, manufactures and operates our many power plants for the produc- 

tion of the ever-increasing quantities of energy which constitutes the life blood of our present day economic and 

industrial society. He also plays a major part in designing, manufacturing and operating the elements in our 

vast transportation system—automobiles, trucks and buses, locomotives and trains, aircraft and rockets. 

The Mechanical Engineer is also an important factor in the great process industries—in the production and 

processing of petroleum, coal and gas; the making of paper, and in the handling and packaging of the almost 

endless list of the everyday articles known as “consumer goods”. He is revolutionizing our domestic life by 

bringing the products of research and development into the home—heating, air conditioning and refrigeration 

equipment, dish washer, laundry equipment and power tools of all types. He is mechanizing the homes, as 

he has the farms of America. 

Entrance into a mechanical engineering career is usually through an accredited college of engineering. The 

subject matter studied consists of basic courses in mathematics, mechanics and materials, chemistry, physics, 

thermodynamics, drawing and design, industrial organization and management, shop practice, economics and 

accounting procedures, language, speech and technical writing and human relations. 

A prospective student in mechanical engineering should have a pronounced interest and proficiency in 

mathematics and the physical sciences. In addition, should have the latent ability to use both oral and written 

English effectively, and the knack of working with and getting along with people. 

In addition to preparing a young man or woman for an interesting and profitable technical career, the engi- 

neering curriculum provides a training which is valuable in many other lines of activity. Many mechanical engi- 

neering graduates go into business, commerce, agriculture, law and public service. During recent years, many 

engineers have been selected for administrative and executive positions. In the future, it is expected that an 

increasing number of these positions will be filled by engineers. 

How about the future in mechanical engineering? It appears just now that the demand for properly trained 

graduates will continue at a high level for a considerable period in the future. Starting salaries are good, and 

advancement depends largely upon the ability and capacity of the individual and the determination to work. 

<——— Plate courtesy Michigan Technic 
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Mining and Metallurgical Engineoring 

by Edwin Shorey 
Chairman, Department of Mining and Metallurgy 

waar a, Prof. Edwin R. Shorey has been Chairman of the Depart- 
L elt Lae ment of Mining and Metallurgy from 1937 to 1940 and from 

inlets: Ps 1952 to date. He was born in Appleton, Wisconsin, and re- 

. a | ceived his BS and EM degrees from the University of Wis- 
i consin. He has been with the University since 1919, and has 

¥ BA done considerable research for the Wisconsin mining indus- 

— try, including work on the application of floatation to lead and 
i zinc ores in Southwestern Wisconsin, and the treatment of 

taconite from the northwestern part of the state. 

This department is concerned with the discovery, extraction and utilization of the world’s mineral resources. 

These concerns fall into two major classifications: mining engineering and metallurgical engineering. 

In the general field of mining engineering there are several areas of specialized effort open to the young 

engineer. The mining geologist studies the genesis, the structural and physical relationships of orebodies and 

guides the search for extensions to known deposits and for new orebodies. The tremendous acceleration in the 

exploitation of known and easily discovered mineral resources during the last quarter century due to rising 

standards of living and two world wars has made thorough scientific training for those who will discover our 

minerals for future use a prime necessity. Thorough geological training must be a part of the preparation of 

these engineers. And it should be remembered that these considerations apply not only to metallic minerals but 

solid and liquid fuels and natural gas as well. 

The mining engineer designs, builds and operates the plants which make the exploitation of ores possible, 

selects and applies the mining method best suited to the individual or body and delivers his ore to the mineral- 

dressing plant and/or smelter where it is reduced. Peculiarly he must appreciate the political and social prob- 

lems his industry sets up and play his part in solving all of them. 

The mineral dressing engineer is concerned with the development of processes and plants in which the 

valuable constituents of ores are separated from waste and prepared for smelting. With the exhaustion of high 

grades ores and the necessity to treat low grade material developing everywhere this phase of the mineral in- 

dustry is rapidly growing in importance. Such operations as the beneficiation of low grade iron bearing material 

to produce millions of tons of high grade concentrates annually are cases at point. 

The metallurgical engineer, too, will function in a specialized area in the field of metallurgy. He may extract 

the metals from the raw ores or concentrates and refine and purify these metals. To do this he must know the 

principles and practices of pyrometallurgy, hydrometallurgy, and electrometallurgy available to him. He may be 

called upon to develop new and better alloys of known metals to develop superior physical properties for vari- 

ous uses. Particular emphasis will continue to be placed upon light weight, high strength alloys for the automo- 

bile and the airplane. Alloys which retain their high strength and utility at extremely high temperatures will re- 

quire more and more of his efforts. And he may operate in the cast metal industry with the same objectives as 

those of his brother in the field of fabricated structures. 

The various curricula in Mining Engineering and the curriculum in Metallurgical Engineering reflect the 

department's awareness of the problems facing the young engineer and its determination to train him adequately 

to solve them. 

<——— Plate courtesy Wayne Engineer 
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What tion 7 al $ our uestton . 

by John Albrecht, cie ’56 

High school students have many questions concern- Is there additional counseling service available to 
ing requirements and activities of college life. Follow- students? 

ing are questions and the respective answers pertain- A trained staff is available to counsel students re- 

ing to student life at the University of Wisconsin. garding personal, vocational, or academic problems. | 
The Student Counseling Center is located at 740 Lang- | 

What educational program does the University of Wis- don Street. 
consin offer? | 

Students have the opportunity to study in almost all What provisions do the University provide toward the 
major areas of endeavor, including the humanities, maintenance of the health of the student body? 
arts, sciences, and social studies. In addition, prepro- The services of the Department of Preventive Med- 
fessional and professional opportunities are available icine and Student Health are available to students who 
in engineering, commerce, teaching, medicine, law, are regularly enrolled in the University of Wisconsin. 
pharmacy, and many allied fields. All told, the Univer- The Student Clinic and Infirmary are located in the 

sity offers over 1,200 courses from which to choose. West wing of Wisconsin General Hospital. 

What are the admission requirements? Are scholarships available for undergraduate students? | 

The general method of admission is by presenting a There are many scholarships available to deserving | 
certificate of graduation from an accredited high school _ students. Scholarship information and application forms 

with the recommendation of the principal. Sixteen units may be obtained from the Office of Admissions, 166 
are the fundamental requirement, which must include Bascom Hall. 

| one unit of algebra and one unit of geometry. Ly thats GA ROTC piagian? 

| Does the University have an official grading system? Freshman and sophomores are required to take 
The University of Wisconsin marks on an alpha- basic Army, Navy, or Air Force ROTC. Eligible Junior 

betical basis with the grade points per credit as fol- students may apply for advanced training. | 

ime » . . Are student loans available? 
‘A” (Excellent) ..........4 grade points per credit . . 

“B” (Good) .............3 grade points per credit Loans for educational purposes in amounts up to 

“C” (Fair) .............+2 grade points per oredit $250.00 are made for periods of less than a year to 

“D” (Poor) ..............1 grade point per credit students in good standing, who have established a sat- 

“F” (Failure) ...........0 grade point per credit isfactory academic record of at least one semester at 

What’ aie ‘tha’ seniestar fees? the University of Wisconsin. 

In all colleges and schools except Law and Medicine What are the possibilities of obtaining part-time work? 
the fees are $90 per semester for a resident of the state The Student Employment Bureau is often able to lo- 

and $250 for a nonresident. cate some kind of part-time work for those who desire 

What housing arrangements are available? it. Its address is 435 N. Park Street. 

Housing accommodations for single students include: poes the University operate any Extension Divisions? 

University Residence Halls, Co-operative houses, The University of Wisconsin operates Extension cen- 
sororities, fraternities, the University YMCA, Interna- _ ters in Sheboygan, Milwaukee, Racine, Wausau, Green 

tional House for graduate men, and rooms in private Bay, Kenosha, Manitowoc, Menasha, and Marinette. 

homes throughout the residential sections of the city. 
The University Housing Bureau is the clearing center Hew are the library facilities? 
for all student housing information and is located at There are more than a dozen libraries, the chief 
434 Sterling Court. among them being the Memorial Library and the 

Library of the State Historical Society. 
Does the student have any supervision in the planning 

of his courses and program? Are there sororities and fraternities on campus? 

Yes, the University operates on an advisory system There are sixteen sororities and thirty-four social 

whereby each new student is assigned a faculty ad- fraternities on campus, with all but one maintaining 

viser. The adviser is expected to help the student in resident houses for their members. In addition, there 

the choice of his course and in the selection of a well- are many professional fraternities. 
balanced program. (Continued on page 56) 
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Zl = Farm-fresh to you... 
= =e How a remarkable plastic helps bring fresher food to your table 

A WONDERFULLY useful plastic called polyethylene* is SCIENCE “SETS A GOOD TABLE” These and other 
now giving a new kind of protection to food that is on materials produced by UCC help protect food while 
its way to your kitchen. growing, in storage, during preparation, when pack- 
WHEN FOOD IS PACKED in thin, strong bags of be ed tne Ths arid when stored mn yoo or 
polyethylene, it is able to “breathe,” and yet not dry he ‘Efal die f wT Ameinn helps provide a more 
out. Because polyethylene has this peculiar advantage, ealthtul diet tor all. Americans. 
apples, carrots, and other fruits and vegetables—as well STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about career 
as poultry and meat products—can reach your table opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, 
more nearly farm-fresh than ever. GASES, and Piastics. Write for booklet A-2. 

*Pronounced pol’y-eth’T-len 
POLYETHYLENE IS ONLY ONE of a number of plas- 
lcs produced by the people of Union Carbide to help | C 
bring foods to you in prime condition. Some of these N I O N A R B I D E 
plastics coat cardboard for milk cartons and frozen AND CARBON CORPORATION 
food packages, while others line the tins for canned 30 EAST 42ND stReET [I] NEW YorK 17, N. ¥. 
foods and beverages. Tn Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED 

—__+_-———————__ UCC’ Trade-marked Products include 2 —__W9/»__ 
BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics Dynel Textile Fibers PyRoFAXx Gas ACHESON Electrodes LINDE Oxygen 
EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries UNION Carbide LINDE Silicones PRESTONE Anti-Freeze NATIONAL Carbons 
SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals HAYNES STELLITE Alloys Prest-O-LirE Acetylene 
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Vulcanizing Chamber 

Application of Insulation 

Unvulcanized mill-mixed rubber insulating compounds may be ferences contact. The rolls are driven in opposite directions, thus 

applied to conductors and cables by either the strip insulating or folding the strip longitudinally about the conductor and pressing 

extrusion processes. There are two modifications of the extrusion its edges in firm contact. The tape is left on the wire during vulcani- 

process depending on the method used for vulcanizing the rubber zation. If made of a suitable weatherproof material it may be per- 

after its application to the conductor, namely, the pan cure process manent, but if made of metal it must be removed after vulcanization. 

and the continuous cure process. Laytex insulating compounds are The strip-insulated, taped conductor is generally taken up on reels 

applied to conductors by the repeated or continuous dipping process. for vulcanization. 

STRIP INSULATION —In the strip insulating process, the compound is EXTRUSION—In the extrusion process the rubber insulating com- 

calendered to the desired thickness and backed with talc or a paper, pound is applied to the conductor in an extrusion machine similar 

cloth, or metallic tape to prevent adhesion of successive layers dur- to the strainer described under the preparation of rubber compounds. 

ing processing. The rubber sheet and tape are cut into strips of a The head of the machine supports a guide and die and provides a 

width slightly greater than the circumference of the conductor to be passage for the compound from the screw through the guide and die 

insulated, and each strip is taken up in a separate roll. A strip and the assembly to its point of application to the conductor. The guide holds 

conductor are then fed into the circular opening formed by aligning the conductor centered with the respect to the die. The die contains an 

semi-circular grooves in the outer surfaces of two rolls whose circum- opening approximately equal to the diameter of the insulation and 

No. 8 in a series 
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is adjustable with respect to the guide so that proper centering can head. This provides centering of the insulation or jacket compound 
be obtained. The guide and die are so located that there is an an- at all times without adjustment by the operator. The compound space 
nular space between them through which the rubber compound in the head is reduced to prevent premature vulcanizing of the 
reaches the conductor. highly accelerated compounds used in this process. Automatic con- 

The driven screw of the extruder forces the unvulcanized com- trol of the temperature of the cylinder, screw and head is required 
pound through the guide and die assembly around the conductor. for successful extrusion of such compounds. 
The equipment is provided with a driven take-up capstan which The vulcanizer attached to the tubing machine consists of a 2- 
pulls the conductor through the machine and a revolving pan in inch steel pipe jacketed with a properly insulated 3-inch pipe and is 
which the rubber-covered conductor is laid. Successive layers of the approximately 125 feet in length. Vulcanizing steam pressure is 
covered conductor are separated with finely divided talc to prevent maintained in the annular space between the vulcanizing tube and 
adhesion of successive layers during vulcanization. A tape may be jacket to insure immediate attainment of the vulcanizing tempera- 
applied over the insulation on larger conductors before vulcaniza- ture when steam is admitted to the vulcanizer tube. The vulcanizer is 
tion to assist in maintaining concentricity of the insulation with provided with a splice box adjacent to the tubing machine and a 
the conductor. suitable seal at the opposite end. 

Rubber or rubber-like jackets are applied to rubber insulated The driven screw of the extruder forces the unvulcanized com- 
single conductor cables or over the assembly of multiple conductor pound through the guide and die assembly around the conductor 
insulated cables by the extrusion process. Such jacketed cables are or cable and directly into vulcanizer containing steam at 225 pound 

pressure. Highly accelerated compounds capable of vulcanizing in 
Continuous Cure Process a few seconds are used so that the process can be operated at eco- 

wank mi Q nomical speeds. The speed of travel of a covered conductor or cable 

-. ae iH c and the acceleration of the compound are so adjusted that the in- 
bs A | | i ; sulation or jacket is properly vulcanized while traveling the length 

4 Bo i | a of the vulcanizer. The vulcanized insulated conductor or jacketed 
ie j it cable is taken up on a suitable reel directly from the vulcanizer. 

es A ea ig i. BP The term “Continuous cure process” follows from the fact that the 
r ar aie i . . i insulation or jacket is applied and vulcanized in one operation. 

p 7 ar “elk | Fr he te APPLICATION OF LATEX—The application of latex insulation consists 
. ca 5 alll ut eer eer es of passing the coated conductor beneath the surface of a latex com- 

eae ORE - eS oo hea 4s pound from which it is brought vertically into a suitable drying 
AMES Wag Ae " epee —— a chamber. It continues to travel vertically in the chamber until the film 

eS ee a7 a eee A? Ft ee 7 is dry. It is then returned for the application of a second layer of 
| ae AA ee i =A Tt compound, This alternate dipping and drying is continued until a 

' i > ml Caf”) CU wall of the required thickness is applied and dried. The amount of 
i - os a <. 4 insulation deposited per application depends on the conductor size, 

. “BS. ae ~> 6 AY - ) yee oe the viscosity and temperature of the latex compound and the speed 
a — — SC cut > to which the conductor travels. 

| ena a os. cy Se 7 = fo —™ The conductor, covered with the required thickness of dried 
' = : / a _ ' yo eS _ unvulcanized latex compound then passes through a vulcanizing 
Yo , i | oy a - chamber where the insulation is vulcanized and continues through 
es A | : —, LE 2 4  § Z a talc applicator to the take-up reel. This process is thus a continuous 

a Sh) | io Pa ‘ _— one in that the application of the insulation to the conductor and 
. ay |! kas. CU its vulcanization are accomplished in one operation. 

taken up in pans of tale as described for insulated conductors. A s Applleniien of Latex 
continuous lead sheath is applied over the unvulcanized jacket com- fi i yp. 
pound and the lead covered cable taken up on reels for vulcanization. ee ee | a a ff, 

VULCANIZATION — The pans or reels containing the unvulcanized UU | & r ae 
rubber insulated conductor or jacketed cable are then placed in a | pe eee — 4” , | iw 
vulcanizing chamber where they are subjected to steam at the re- | | a | “ae 
quired pressure and for the required time to suitably vulcanize the 7 ba! F . (ae re fi 
rubber. The pressure is then slowly reduced to atmospheric pressure iad ls pl eae ¥ hn 2 | | | 
and the pans or reels removed from the vulcanizer and allowed to a oe nr ae nan | thf 
cool. The insulated conductors are then removed from the pans. es. \ ea / , 1 Ee nn 

This handling of the insulated conductor in pans through the extru- yg oa sta es en, Hine 
sion and vulcanizing processes accounts for the term “pan cure lg nog” ‘ ee ¥ p | : 
process”. Non-permanent tapes are then removed from strip insu- ii | roe. mn | sR 
lated conductors and the lead tube from the jacketed cables. i! 4 ¥ oe ih qm ! ie 

oy i i ag ay WE hey 

CONTINUOUS CURE PROCESS—The continuous cure process employs | i me fe i ‘ ie 
a standard extrusion machine similar to that used in the pan cure [| i ie 7 ars bly Hee 
process, but equipped with a modified head to which a vulcanizing | 1. on fj | vn re / 
tube is attached and provided with means for automatically control- | i i 6 b i HA Hi iy 
ling the temperature of the cylinder, screw and head. a fe. Wheat NI He 

The head differs from that used in the pan cure process in that | ol |. a boi ua LU 
the guide and die are mechanically centered with respect to each other oo i. | en eee ee 
and the compound space surrounding them is smaller. Centering of =~ | : : woe a 
the guide and die is obtained by the use of accurately machined | — a a a7 ‘ _ 
holders which fit snugly into perfectly centered openings in the ao Pd / i aa 7 
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1955 and before plete) Ari 

About 57 years ago “Remember the Main” were With spirits running so high things often broke out 
. : -: . * . 

fighting words, and not so long ago “St. Pat was an_ in violence. The last time this happened was in 1950 | 
Engineer” could bring on a fight at the University. and it was decided between the Legislative Council 
Things have changed to be sure, but there is still a “representing” the Lawyers, and Polygon Board, “for” | 
standing feud between the Lawyers and the Engineers the Engineers, that each year the rivalry would be 
as to who has the right to claim St. Pat. No one quite decided by a basketball game between the two schools. 
knows where the dispute started, but, since St. Pat obvi- This year it was held Wednesday, March 16. 

ously engineered the snakes out of Ireland, the reader For several weeks previous to St. Pat’s day buttons 

can draw his own conclusions. and beards start appearing all around the engineering 

Back in the days when all the engineering schools campus: Since cach Dutton rol and each ae 

held sway up on the hill in the old engineering build- counts ae oe s-the, soe i St. Pat eac Pe 
ing across from the law school, things could get violent neermg i ‘elk tries 4 in oe the i a pales © ee 

and often did. Catealls and verbal brickbrack flew back 8 ane ug “al te aa u - oe of coe Se pee 

and forth across the snow covered lawn until the higher ee Se elie Hy olen . ears ah a the 
authorities took notice (usually with a dim view) and ongesk,. curlest, ‘best CONOR most Lincoln like, most 
put a stop to it J devil like, most distinguished, most bushy, and puniest. 

. , The button design this year was won by Ronald Goll- 
Another method of gaining glory (?) for the engi-  hardt, EE-2. first place; Donald Rasque, EE-3, second 

neers occurred during the annual St. Pat’s Parade down place; and Alf H. Sorensen, CE-4, third place. Due to 

State Street. Organized houses and engineering socie- copyright laws, however, the third place design was 

ties would sponsor floats which generally ridiculed the — yseq on the button. 
lawyers and the results approached carnage. The main The highlight of the whole thing is, of course, St. 

float was reserved for St. Pat to ride. And ride he did, pat’s Dance was held March 12. This semi-formal 

pelted with showers of rotten eggs thrown by lawyers dance has been a tradition at Wisconsin for more years 
from roof tops along the way. It used to be a fine sight than most professors wish to remember. This year a 
to see St. Pat riding in all his majesty and glory, sitting feature that has been held in the past is being revived 

bolt upright, staring straight ahead—with eggs dripping in that the final judging of beards was done at the 
off his beard. The Police Department, probably on com- dance along with the traditional crowning of St. Pat. 
plaint of the Street Cleaners Union, decided that such Tempers have settled down and some of the old 
goings on had to stop and, not on charges of cruelty to rivalry has died, but still, deep down in their hearts 
animals as one might suspect, but rather on claims of engineers know “ST. PAT WAS AN ENGINEER.” 
destruction of property, and did put a final stop to it. END 

a : Bi . B. cs ll . ry, - Members of Polygon Board, which 
ee — Rd wy Ge vg’ ‘a ro |) 4 sponsors Engineer's Week, are: top — A <3 a a NY <2"@ | row (I to r) Dick Krueger, EE 55; 

4 Ry yi p A | a a Bruce Marggraf, ChE 55; Gene Kra- 
a 3 oy ad i is 4 mer, ChE 55; Bill Kramer, M&M 56; 

: Ce : ia : 7 # = , @ L + Earl Brinkman, M&M 55; Don Kueny, 
s ‘ey, A ly peed ee i tae » mm ME 56; Lee Reese, ME 55; front row 

ae . ? yy -* vv ei” ey bo (1 to r) Lyle Hird, CE 55; Bill Huegel, 
poe at h yf ) CE 55; John Leiker, EE 55; John Pugh, 

a) Md 4 e | Co Treasurer, EE 56; Gil Johnson, Secre- 
oe | Py T Mi tary, EE 55; Milo Swanson, ME 56; 

‘ ; 2 ee Ns ae ‘ and Joe Murray, ME 56. President Jim 
/ 3 en ce a ee Md * McNaul, EE 56, was not present. Joe 

a oe 2 ¢ Ca . a : : bo Murray was General Chairman of En- 

aes bi - a 4 , on yi - as, A : vd gineers’ Week. Assisting him were: 
_ ae i a | 1 r= - 4 Brinkman, Prizes; Kueny, Advertising; 
i 8 : S ) Ps | Reese, Beards; Hird, Program; Huegel, 
> - a | | Tickets; Leiker, Buttons; Pugh, Decora- 

7 | 5 : ef fy in ae f & tions; and Swanson, Basketball Game. 
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' Jim O'Hara (left) works out a problem with a member of his crew i 

I . * 1 His territory: 
1 

1 ! \ TWO CITY BLOCKS 
Io \ \ 1 
: James O’Hara, Stevens Institute of Technology “T’ve got to know about each of these jobs that 
1 (MLE. 51), is an installation foreman for the New my men do. My training with the telephone com- i 
I York Telephone Company. His present assignment _ pany took me through the installation, repair and i 
| is two city blocks between 45th and 47th Streets in testing of the various types of telephone equipment i 
\ the middle of Manhattan. and service for which I am responsible. I even ! 
1 ce 8 « had a chance to do a little experimenting of my ' 

a , : : \ “It doesn’t measure very big horizontally,” Jim own and developed a new way of preventing oil 
1 “« + . seepage on automatic switching equipment. I i 

! says. “But vertically it makes up a lot of telephone understand it’s being written up for use throughout ! ! business—7500 telephones to be exact. My eight- al a 2 P 2 \ 1 phor : LY OS the Bell System. | I man crew does everything from installing a single ° 1 ! y 8 en 5 . 1 I telephone to working on complete dial intercom sys- “That’s what I like about telephone work. Even 1 
| tems for some of the nation’s biggest businesses. two city blocks are full of opportunity.” : 

1 
1 1 

' You'll find that most other college men with the tele- Sane i 
i phone company are just as enthusiastic about their (Bs) | 
| jobs. If you’d be interested in a similar opportunity ae { 
! “ith ¢ . . a “a andi ! with a Bell System telephone ¢ ompany-—or with Sandia BELL TELEPHONE 
i Corporation, Western Electric or Bell Telephone Lab- SYSTEM i 
{ oratories, see your Placement Officer for full details. t ' 1 | i 

i 
a 
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cinating techniques in the solution 
of engineering problems will be 

Attend presented. Some of the underlying 
influences of mathematics upon our 

Summer School cultural, economic and technolog- 

. ical advancement will be discussed. 

for Engineers Fee: $20: Ralph D. Smith, Institute 
S E C : I O N Co-ordinator. 

‘ ' l 
in Colorado's aaa 

‘ SS 
Rocky Mountains FLUID MECHANICS 

Located in Boulder, with its mild ENGINEERING INSTITUTES April 12 d 13, 1955 

climate and cool nights, in view of pri an 7 

snow-capped peaks, and within easy TRAFFIC ENGINEERING This 98 a. new unstEate, and wall 

walking distance of mountain trails his 1s a new Institute and wi 
and streams, the March 22 and 23, 1955 be of interest to engineering per- 

University of Colorado The problems of rapidly and sonnel responsible for the storage, 
safe i shicles thr 2 ing ¢ ansmissi ids offers an unusual program of summer safely moving vehicles through the handling and transmission of fluid 

study and recreation... The congested areas and the provision and gases. Latest developments in 

College of Engineering of necessary parking facilities for design, application and use of 

id ‘ ities § those vehicles which must stop will equipment related to the foregoing 
provides excellent opportunities for Sannedarad 7 _ gi . 3 , Amencans 

study for undergraduate or graduate be considered in this Institute. The will be discussed. . ; 

degrees, for satisfying prerequisites, discussions will be, in as far as Fee: $15: Ralph D. Smith, Institute 

for makeup, or refresher courses. ssibl lir -d th Co-ordinator. 
Graduate and undergraduate courses possible, directed toward the con- ewe 

" ne College of Engineering are of- ditions prevalent in Wisconsin 
ered in the helds of— se 

APPLIED MATHEMATICS communities. ENGINEERING ECONOMICS 
ARCHITECTURE ‘ee: $15: Le illis, i i 
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING , Fees, $15: Leonard F. Hillis, Institute April 14 and 15, 1955 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING Co-ordinator. nae ee . . . 
CIVIL_ ENGINEERING | ea 8 This institute will consider vari- 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING | ts of the economic analy 
ENGINEERING PHYSICS ous aspects of the economic analy- 

SA SAL ENGINEE WORK MEASUREMENT : 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING sis such as: development and pro- 

Classroom, laboratory, library and March 24 d 25. 1955 . —— 

other teaching facilities are unexcelled arc an , motion cost, depreciation cost, 

in the Rocky Mountain region. Regu- | Ah. # ‘ z ne valuations pati sack: waitems 
: ; ins 3 5 ores a ons, operating cost patterns. 

lar teaching staffs are supplemented by lhis institute will be of interest . ak I . 8 I oo 

visiting lecturers from other institu- to industrial engineers and other and criteria for making a decision. | 
tions and industry. Special research . 7 ‘ Special tl s such as the sak- | 

, : ! : STWGEVISOINE DEES 3 siesta Special methods such as the brea 
projects and seminars offer opportunity supervisory personnel interested in E j | 

for creative work. b ; : work measurement problems. Con- even chart will also be presented. 

All courses offered by the College o: 5 ‘ . Chief * are ea — 
ge siderable > » devote thief engineers, contractors, super- Engineering run for ten weeks— siderable time will be devoted to : & » CO “tOrs, P 
JUNE 17 to AUGUST 27 a discussion of various predeter- visors and administrative person- 

inéd time systems are 2 i » interested and con- 
Other University courses are offered for five- mined time systems that are now — nel will be ater ae ‘ 
week or eencaveek este. June 17-July: 22; in use. Since any method of work cerned with the problems that will 
uly 25-Auguse 27. y a . 
The University’s own Recreation Depart- measurement is concerned with be studied in the institute. 

ment offers a planned program which sup- ‘ . oe 
plements education, Students have ample the determination of a fair day's Fee: $15: Robert A. Ratner, Institute 
opportunity to sce scenic Colorado. Drives ‘ Go.ordinater 
over spectacular mountain highways; week work, there will be a discussion of ° ~ 
end climbs to nearby peaks with experienced ? g Re 
guides; easy hikes to adjacent mountain spots; this subject by a panel composed 
steak fries and picnics, and campfire enter- us if ' 
ainment near mountain steams, “at all pare of representatives of labor and GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS METHODS 

Typical tuition and fees for the 10-week anageme 6 statistics 5 
Engineering program are $105. The charge is management. Recent statistical April 21 and 22, 1955 
deteriginied ‘by the ahmber Of ‘howls carried. techniques in time study will be 

Living accommodations are available in Tye ics ASE) ati a € % 
auractive. and spacious University residence presented. Graphical presentations of math 
halls, private homes, fraternity and sorority rn ics ater} . ~ re ay 
houses, and studene rooming houses. Typical Fee: $15: Robert A. Ratner, Institute ematical material enable the reader 
room and board rates are $170 for 10-week || Co ordinator. to more easily visualize the rela- 

Choose the University of Colorado this ouehive i wd 3 LEG iE summer. Combine mokevp, ‘refresher "oF Ca tionships involved and frequently 
graduate courses with a Colorado vacation. are of value t ser in obtain- MATHEMATICAL METHODS are of value to the use 

en eee ing shortcut solutions to complex 

B FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON April 5, 6 and 7, 1955 or cumbersome equations. Topics 

I TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION Bf | This meeting on the application that will be discussed are: funda- 
0 i PP 

Director of the, Summer Session, Macky 347 e rwathomatic . ; oritsl equations 2 “ur - 
J University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado: of mathematical methods to the mental equations and curves, fam 

B Please send Engineering College information, | SOlution of engineering problems ilies of curves, statistical analysis 

© our Name U| has been arranged for educators, of data, curve fitting, network 

: § j + | engineers, executives, researchers, charts, alignment charts, nomo- 
St. and No . oie areretenanscnere | . . . . . aL: 

a , and scientists with more than a zraphs and special slide rules. This 
. grap P 

BH CHY, SEs | passing interest in mathematics. institute will be of interest to all 

Lee Many useful, powerful, and fas- technical personnel having need to 
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represent physical data. Research EE. or 

findings, presentation of standard 
data, report writing, economic PHYSICS 

analysis and sales devices are but RA DUTATHE | 
a few areas where these methods GRADU —~ 

will apply. with experience in x 
Fee: $15: Robert A. Ratner, Institute fi os yu 

Co-ordinator. RADAR or a ay 
i 7 es BY \ 

rae BRLECTRONICS ag .} 

. . \Y- 
RECENT FACULTY CHANGES or those desiring to enter ‘ Vi 

The College of Engineering has these areas... : eee a 

seen quite a few changes in its full- hs qT, in ; 
ime fac since last semester oo JL by a. a time faculty since last semester. Ce _— ree | 4 ip nants 

Perhaps, the most notable of these — ee. / AGA * 4 Ns L, — 
i a 5 ic a 4 / | Fo bee Med XO 7 ¥ 

being in the Mechanical Engincer- oe bof oe yy i \ % 

ing Department with the addition » | ok SE ee \ ¥ 

of Mrs. Lillian Gilbreth to the ji 8 ot | 2 
. - ‘ _ = ish : 
faculty. Mrs. Gilbreth is very he e i} — oy as 

; ‘ : . i Ce a2) 
widely traveled and is considered £ ee l \ 

Bp J — a j 
to be one of the world’s five most 4 : ss | ee i 

famous women. She will be at Wis- ‘Gs : , Pd 
C 4 ‘a ] y 

consin for the next semester and Meo we. : y : q y 

will conduct the Mechanical En- ‘ “ah i ws 4 : 

gineering Graduate Seminars this Z \ ee : Hugnes.equinped 
’ > : onvair F- 

spring. | A ees all-weather oC) interceptor. 

In the Civil Engineering Depart- | gcc aseaten eee 
ment, Mr. Robert F. Sell has re- ee _ 

signed to take a position with the = 2 - 

American Institute of Steel Con- | 4 ee . 

struction. Completing the roster, | Pear 

however, is Instructor Norman Sin — ra | 

Bruce Hanes, a former University . amas ¢ | The time was never 
" : ‘ ee Lee 

Fellow and graduate of North | v my i ar more opportune than now 
Dakota State College. j : eS Jor becoming associated 

| : ew 8 | with the field of 
Assistant Professor G. W. Law- | ad advanced electronics. 

ton, also of the Civil Engineering Gey 1 Because of militar > g g X i 
Department, is now on leave of q emphasis this 

absence to teach at the University || is the most rapidly 

of North Carolina. He is replacing Since 1948 Hughes Research and Develop-|f-_ growing and promising 
a professor of that university who ment Laboratories have been engaged in | sphere of endeavor 

. oo. “Te | an expanding program for design, devel- for the young electrical 
is on service in Peru | Hace i i . ‘ ve . | opment and manufacture of highly com- | engineer or physicist. 

The Eleendeal Hietnwatinn De plex radar fire control systems for fighter i 
oo | . en f i and interceptor aircraft. This requires ' 

partment welcomes to its fold three Hughes technical advisors in the ficld to \ 
new instructors this semester. They serve companies and military agencies em- i 

are: Mr. R. A. Jacobs, Jr. Mr. ploying the equipment. | Seen 
Harry Ludwig, and Mr. A. T | As one of these ficld engineers you will ! ENGINEERING STAFF E i mF Mr. A. T. ame gu ? 

i become familiar with the entire systems in- i Mrede | : : HUGHES 
Fredemann, | volved, including the most advanced elec- t G 

As was reported last month, Dr. | tronic computers. With this advantage you | RESEARCH AND 
Aksel Lyders f the Nor 2 I “ will be ideally situated to broaden your | DEVELOPMENT 

AKSC fen Son oF the Norway in- | experience and learning more quickly for | LABORATORIES 
stitute of Technology has returned | future application to advanced electronics 
to that country after two years of activity in cither the military or the com- ; Culver oe 

: : “cial Be \ es Count 
project and research work at Wis- mercial field. . . : | Los Angeles County, 
consin. While at this University he Positions are available in the continental California 

_ "St ached ss United States for married and single men I 
was connected with the Chemical under 35 years of age. Overseas assign- | Relocation of applicant must 

Engineering Department. ments are open to single men only. | an urgent military project. 
END 1 
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“fal Schroeder 4 
sm. : 

a, 

A 4g 5 fees \K align Ager Bh 
P| [poh i BS MM el 

EkS. 2 FN i ea Pi issencd 
an 

> aie | eee by Ron Schroeder m bier Se ee | WS | eae || a . | Bae a 1 e a 
answered any questions they had 

eo 1) (tifereeee) A.1.Ch.E. 
: F the plant or 

| ee: peel Peet inued its program  @bout the operation of the pla : ne aie a | | ee | Zh Glath COmeaued He I 8 f about the engineering facilities o ey ua ee vith a talk by H. W. Bremer o . ne Be eee pe || witha te - . the Case Organization. ae oo af ee Procter and Gamble. Mr. Bremer, 
ae: GOR fee Rented | a former University of Wisconsin AEE IRE 

| a Mak RS Is Mccain i wa ae . 
a é Ch.E. graduate, is employed as a 

na 
A tly of patent attorney with P & G, and The Joint Student Branch o: o 

i vl iti = ie a f Mlectri sa 

Hy his talk outlined the opportunities American Institute of Ribot boyy eyed y for Chemical Engineers in the field Engineers—Institute of Badia n- 
oe | of Patent Law. gineers held elections for the LS for America’s young | In addition, A.I.Ch.E. presented ond semester on January 1 oe |: engineers with capacity for a its annual award to the outstand- following men were awarded of- L. continuing achievements in _| Sa al a i : Pugh, Taint Chair. L i ali re C e year. ses: John W. Pugh, | 
L radio and electronics | ing sophomore Ch.E. of the y i fices: J nb, [pink Chair 
LE ici a The award—consisting of the official man; Algimantas Dargis, s | Today, engineers and physicists ns <a 5 chairman; Charles Luebke, Secre- 

Fi are looking at tomorrow fromthe =§ | | 4 TOhE, pin, a subscription to the chairman; Ch paps: Boge. | top of this tower... the famed — magazine Chemical Engineering tary-treasurer; John Leiker, | Microwave Tower of Federal py | magazine rtificate for high Corres onding Secretary; Dick 
| Telecommunication Laboratories | | Progress, and a certificate vorresp eee bag Bs est ae arent a | scholastic achievement—went to Kraemer, AIEE C on e spo chim © the world-wide, American-owne: it as kel satay Telisn Thales Boyer | International Telephone and “|| John Baumgartner, who ranke Secretary; JK ai a tyson 
F Telegraph Sorperaton: ity fe a near the top of the sophomore Board Representative. 7 : 
E Ltd Guess ip standings for the whole are 4 certain that the seconc 
P the young graduate engineers of ~_ | scholarship standings for the : are all ata ve second | | America... opportunity to be _|| College of Engineering. Good semester program w fla: ts “ 

 ciscconie tela’ as era ne a hn! the club ever had. The first mee 
j electronic field . . . to work with “|| work, John! t vad The fist meet pe the finest facilities ... to win rec- a ing af the semeste ‘ am 

. fesureee with ASAE Thursday February 17. The edi- 
© ment commensurate wi y Bekea ee 
| capacity. . LC At the January meeting of the tor of the General Ele Review, aa Learn more about this noted | Jisconsin Chapter of the Ameri Everett S. Lee, talked on the s Bo er of Opportunity... its long- a Wisconsin ap ! E e te Kew in ‘Science Encl. 

Tower of Opp ne ‘ : sricultural Engi- sct, “What’s New in Science g |, Tange program and generous em- _, | can Society of Agriculture ject, oe eh | ployee benefits. See your Place- bl rs, Professor Stan Witzel gave neering, In March the society is pelt Oiloen tortay: for fiutier:ine py | meers, Erovess slides on the lanning a sound and slide pro- 
Is formation about FTL. ©] | a talk and showed slides planning a gl ele Bee i a subiec f irrigation. The usual gram with the theme being, . | in IGNMENTS | sublect : 1 ‘ Engineering, a Creative Pro- 

a ASSIGNMENTS an 1 | business meeting was ne and trical Engineering, ¢ 
ES ' leeiian Systane - : » selling o sey LE Rede “Fleuron Tubes ” | plans were made for the se - g e fession 
L Microwave: Components | | concessions at the aT i Electronic Countermeasures A nese le International On ME Ke Air Navigation Systems a scone AS 

: anise endgih L| | February 26, 1955. <i . ve fp » portals of 
L Fisiusistets and ether a Nid Te sbruary 4, the mem- The big news from the p e 
i fers Computers "An L On ee ay te red the Student Branch of the Ameri- . Rectifiers:* Computers * Antennas a ors of ASAE boarded a charterec . f Mechanical Engi- 5 sae fe ford, Ili can Society of Mechanica g 
= 7 ES J 3 a S ty 

is ire Transmission Systems BY | bus and traveled to Rockford i ahs cavotneantnt sf the 
i ms y sts of the neers is the annc " 
| Ei ra Fy | nois where they were guests ¢ t winner of the ASME membership 
gs Ss ace Cy any. They went on caer Hose 2 ede » | J. 1. Case ee “of the plant in contest. He was Sylvester —_ : 
“ < « as dsm nires eo : a 5 vest 
A a oh Sree fom e and his winning total o: 
a On pj oe jnwoed .z M.E. 4, and _ his : 
e Telecommunica a | the forenoon and enjoyed a = memberships was eighteen. Syl a Y : : » plant cafeteria at the ships iy KT, 
ee Laboratories iz . | dinner in the plant a Se aecar ame aquntiod w alanlle Me 
a 1 e | company’s expense. Before ae chanical Engineers Handbook. ' zc ntetsieet 9} (nternitiona a q in the afternoon, the C : 8 . ster fron 

. 3 " me in e a tery pn Sylvester Faw Telephone and Telegraph Corporation : for hon imeer of the Case Com- Here’s “Hat's off” to Sylve “500 Washington Avenue, Nutley, N. J. - Chief Engineer o Cas hae Baws 
‘e sa" | pany talked to the fellows and engine [hy eee rapens ae | dee 
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“en tomic Globe Circling \ - . . Will become a reality during your 
\ engineering career. 

" When that day comes, you may be certain 
our engineers will have played a major 
role in developing the nuclear engines 
that will make such flights possible. 

Solving tough problems like this has 
made Pratt & Whitney Aircraft the 
world’s foremost designer and 

builder of aircraft engines. This 
is the reason why it is first-choice of so 
many forward-looking technical graduates. 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT
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bt vo New RCA Radar ‘‘Weather Eye 

In our time, Man has won round after round in a contest 2 f 
against the elements that started thousands of years ago. Se a Paden walaks woke 

The most recent scientific victory is something new in ae ain f 125 pounds, takes little 
Radar—an electronic “Weather Eye” developed by RCA. ay r | Ay, Pace in Plane. 

In airplanes, this supersensitive instrument peers miles NE | As 
ahead. It gives advance warning of weather disturbances. The ‘gm 
signals on its radar screen point the way to a safe course . . : ‘ 

For information regarding design and around storm areas, or even through them. . : Sd an i development engineering positions on The leadership in electronic research that made the such projects as “Weather Eye” Radar ‘ ae . . : “Weather Eye” possible is inherent in all RCA products and and military electronic equipment—write 
services. And at the David Sarnoff Research Center of RCA, to Mr. Robert Haklisch, Manager College 
Princeton, N. J., scientists are continually at work to extend Relations, Radio Corporation of America, 
the frontiers of ‘Electronics for Living.” Camden 2, N. J. 

eA) ELECTRONICS FOR LIVING 
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aoe : fs oe — A Ce sana oT . 

ee Alcan Project 
SE ee LO eee ate a Ss in aS a pe Au < ee a i cd ; . : (Continued from page 13) 

ON - ; we . ee . Ye center adit was driven into the tunnel line (see fig. 2). 
2 mee _ : - ts From this Horetzky adit to the main tunnel, headings 

wha a 7 es a : A \ | were driven in two directions. : 
Sa = — a ~ 4 MS ee The 10-mile tunnel from the Tahtsa intake to a point 

.  # i a 2 — a oe near the top of the powerhouse site slopes downward 
—— =o =e ’ . ~e ata 2% feet per 1000 feet of grade. This tramway has 

E a zk ta i i i re Po oo al) a capacity of about 25 tons, and except for helicopters, 

che a Wi Hl ap ke i | ) oo = provided the only means of transportation of men and 

, a at i : HT | x. materials to the tunnel camp up the hillside. | 

i oi s a aol a At he The 10-mile tunnel, driven through four headings, | 

Ms of . iF ae oe v ly ee 1 y a was one of the major items of work in the program. 

ye ol ss ol aoe iA | i Most of the tunnel is a 25-foot high by 25-foot wide 
i ee i A ea ie ot a horseshoe section. Early geological advice indicated 

ae y iy A | oe re fl i] | | generally sound rock that would require little struc- 

AE) | ae : fe — P| 14 | tural support. Driving operations encountered a large 
it e ff Tg ed —— ee Fe pt | : percentage of rock requiring structural support and 

oe ee VG ie ys ) & Po SS | | finally concrete lining. The better hydraulics of con- 

ar Zs F he , We." a a: b | crete-lined tunnel permitted a reduction in tunnel size, 
| A 1 eg i! llamas, ee - and in the bad rock headings the tunnel excavation 

| Lo ie pe a Saag oat a i was reduced to provide width of 20 feet inside of 

4. We ie — a : ves | be : concrete. 

a Ad oe o) -_ae hah a tL 4 | Four times during the tunnel driving world records 

a me BS - veiw i were broken. The last record, which now stands, was 

Fig. 3.—275,000 cubic yards of rock were removed from a mountain 282 feet in a week of 6 working days and 61 feet ad- 
to make this 700 foot long, 120 foot high powerhouse. Three of eight vance in one working day. The average day’s advance 

Seneratorsiare'shown:in:position: per heading for the four headings was slightly under 
30 feet per day. 

To carry the water from the tunnel down to the 
== s powerhouse, pressure shafts were driven at a 48° slope 
oe co with a horizontal section at the 1600-foot elevation adit. 

; -. The tunnel (see fig. 2) separates into two pressure 

on shafts at the top of the hill, and at the power house 
» i See, a level each pressure shaft splits into four penstock pipes 
a ye pT oh ee each to supply one unit. Thus one main tunnel can 
Be Oe ee Pe di handle eight units in the powerhouse and only one 

‘ ee oC i: hae ea ae “ pressure shaft is required for the first stage of develop- 

a ae ea real he ee ment which will include three powerhouse units. 

i a a ie \ - i re The penstock pipes branch out from the pressure 

ee oe a ae ar shafts and run through an underground valve chamber 
ee ee | in which spherical valves will control each separate 

Fe VSS ue ne 4 aN | penstock. Half of this ultimate valve chamber, enough 

beg eae Sed AOS OG a P| oy Ly 4 to accommodate eight valves, has been built under the 

DONA4 cee 8 si first stage of the program. Overhead gantry cranes are 

Nes ee a 7 4} «mounted in the valve chamber to handle these valves 

TA SAS Pe = 4 tN ye which are 51 inches in diameter, weigh 100 tons each, 

rs Vai e Lo ‘| oe < ee, é and which must carry about 2600 feet of static head. 

sae NS Lael? ee a. i CS Separate steel penstocks run from each valve to feed 

pa ia . ° eo A Na each unit in the powerhouse. These penstocks are 5 
a er Pe ao. Y. . feet in diameter; upstream from the valve chamber 

_ “ they are embedded in the rock and downstream they 

WER are not embedded. 

, ~ Ny ' The underground powerhouse excavation was one 

of the major job problems (see Fig. 3). Two hundred 

Fig. 4.—This is the point at which the 50 mile Kemano-Kitimat trans- co venty-five thousand cu. yd. of rock were taken out to 
mission line starts up over 5,300 foot high Kildala Pass. The Kemano < : . : 
River-valley-can be:seen in-the background. make the 700-foot long chamber for the first stage. 
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The excavation was made to accommodate eight units drilled out the full height with 80-foot vertical diamond 
plus an erection and service bay which is at the center drill holes. The blasting of this rock started by expand- 
of the ultimate power chamber. The extension of the ing the longitudinal tunnel at tailrace level to a slot 
powerhouse for the next two stages will be in line down the center of the powerhouse. This slot was 
with the present power chamber and ultimately will widened by slabbing off sections the full 80-foot height. 
have space for 16 units. This blasted rock was loaded by electric powered 

The chamber excavation was 81.5 feet wide, 700 fect shovels and hauled out by truck to make area fill and 
long and 120 feet from the top of the arch to the rock bank protection along the Kemano River. The rock in 
floor with turbine pits and tailrace inverts 20 fect the power house was blocky and slips that occurred 
deeper. Access to the powerhouse was at three points: during construction indicated that permanent reinforc- 
The tailrace tunnel, initially driven as a 26-foot high ing was necessary. Nearly 2,000 steel dowels, from 30 
tunnel and later benched down to develop its 40 ft. to 40 feet long, were placed in diamond drill holes and 
height, the permanent access tunnel to the power anchored at the far end with wedges. They were then 
chamber, and the ventilation tunnel. A tunnel was Prestressed and grouted. 
driven the length of the power chamber from the initial The three initial powerhouse units have a rating 
tailrace tunnel bench at elevation 202 and another tun- capacity of 140,000 h.p. each. The hydraulic turbines 
nel driven the length of the power chamber from the are impulse type wheels with four jets designed with g p E YI J g 
ventilation tunnel at elevation 276. needle valves for nozzle control and with jet deflectors 

Excavation of the power chamber was done by long- for each nozzle. Generators operate at 8272 rpm and 

hole diamond drilling from slots excavated in the arch Produce at 13.8 kv. Transformers located inside the section 10 feet wide and 120 feet apart. Blasting of powerhouse chamber in enclosed galleries step up the 
successive rings expanded the arch from the upper voltage to 287 ky. The single phase transformers have 
longitudinal tunnel. Muck was fed by bulldozer or? 90,000 KVA rating, and a bank of three transformers 
scraper to shafts that dropped it to the tailrace level Will carry two units. 
where it was hauled out by trucks. After the arch sec- High voltage power is taken out of the powerhouse 
tion was completely excavated, the concrete arch was chamber through oil-filled cables about 2,200 feet to 
built. The main body of the powerhouse was then (Continued on page 58) 

WHAT ABOUT 4 FUTURE? 
4, 

W " OSCAR MAYER & CO. HAS A “GET AHEAD” pian 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO WISCONSIN MEN 

Oscar Mayer & Co. is one of the nation’s ten Opportunities are open to graduates in the fellow- 
. . ‘ - ing fields: leading meat processors, with plants in Madison, MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, leading 

Chicago, Davenport, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles. to a career in production or sales management 
Its growth has been steady and substantial, resulting PRODUCT ‘CONTROL itt positlons tn Chemical . . . ing, istry, , Bacteri- in large measure from a progressive attitude toward employee clody. or Anliial Hiskondy ee 

relations, technology, and product development. See your PLANNING AND ENGINEERING, offering a career 
Placement Director for further information about a ene Sesosering wih at ; 

. TI , with a future in In- 
Oscar Mayer & Co., and its programs. dustrial Engineering or Business Administration 

oscal OSCAR MAYER & CO. »mavison 1, wisconsin 
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So You Think You’ o You Thin OUTE gi 

SMART! LAG} 
by Sneedly, bs’59 i 

Horray! horray! Sneedly got his hair cut. If you have Y 
seen a short fellow that looked like Hemingway's Y 

“Johny Bear” (Yes, Sneedly reads PLAYBOY too.), 

that was Sneedly. Well while I was sitting in the chair 

of this one chair barber shop in some one horse town 

west of Madison, 1 asked the barber if he had much 

competition. “None at all,” he replied, “of all the men 

in the town, | naturally don’t shave any of those who 
shave themselves, but 1 do shave all those who don’t 

shave themselves.” 1 am_ still trying to determine . . . . . 
whether or not the barber shaves himself, about the chairs and stools in the chemical engineering 

ces building, in one room there were 10 chairs and 2 stools, 

— oo . . and in the other there were 5 chairs and 6 stools. The 

This month we shall Insetute a Hew device to stimu farmer actually died in the forest fire, because while 

late the interest of the CNEMCErs. For their Own good I he sat down to figure out how to beat the blaze, the 

shall uempe to pry them away from. their books mre" “fire had completely surrounded him and his family and 
turn fora little money. | found a problem which causes they all perished. It just goes to show that the world’s 

mie “0 TOUS CE about my high school geometry. This problems cannot be worked out using the ideal gas 

problem s worth So: ta the first correct answer to be jay when the hot air is blowing down your neck. As- 
mailed in (¢,0 Sneedly, W Isconsm Engineer). All solu- suming ideal conditions, and that there is no friction, 

tions hecome the property of Sneedly, and none can and that the farmer is a genius and can work out the 

he returned. The deadline for answering this problem solution to the problem in less than two seconds, here 
is April 15, 1955. is the solution to the problem. 

Given the following equation: ea 8 

an + bt = cr Yes, the farmer and his family can be saved, but 

Prove, formally, that there is no solution where a, b, there is not a second to spare. The farmer carries the 
and ¢ are rational numbers, and where n is an integer girl and takes his wife’s arm, traveling at the rate of 

greater than two. Note of warning: The proof is tricky 414 MPH for 14 miles. Then he hands the baby to 

and very clusive, so work slowly. his wife and runs back for the boy, who has been 

vee running on behind. The boy collapses at the end of | 

At the end of last semester, one of the chem engineers his mile run just as his father gets to the spot, and then 

taking Electrochemistry put one of his pennies in a the father picks him up and starts after his wife. After 

copper sulfate bath and set up an electrochemical re- 3/28 of an hour, he overtakes his wife, since he makes 

action in which copper was either dissolved from or 4 MPH to her 3 MPH. He then gives her his arm and 

deposited on the penny. He didn’t have time to dis- both go at the rate of 3/4 MPH, covering 4 mile by 

cover how he had arranged the electrical leads, for an the time the boy has recovered. 
instructor surprised him in the act. He was fortunately At the end of this first half hour they have covered 

able to grab the penny from the bath and put it in his 1-13/14 miles, and then begin the whole cycle all over 

pocket without the instructor seeing him. The follow- again. At the end of 114 hours, they are slightly less 
ing day he discovered twelve pennies in his pocket but than 1 mile from the boat; and the boy makes the boat 
couldn't determine which was the faulty penny. He 140 yard ahead of the fire. While the father casts loose, 

found it by weighing all of them; however, his jour- _ the fire covers 132 yards, but is then still 8 yards away | 

nalism room-rate told him it could have been done in and all are safe. 

only three weighings on a simple balance. What is the Obviously, the only way the problem could have 

procedure to be used? Remember that you don’t know — been answered was by trial and error with some intel- 

whether the penny is under- or over-weight. ligent guessing. As a result, I don’t suppose many en- 
Here are the answers to last month’s problems. The — gineers figured it out. But then, they can always say 

telephone poles which were to hold the wire around — that they study too hard to work on such trash as good 
the earth had to be 15.9 feet high. In the problem — ole Sneedly puts out. END 
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1928—Engineers calculating - — = rtri—‘“_Or———h—— CES etrté—é—é™—Ss 

1955—Solving complex engineering problems with Boeing computer 

opone ° ° ° The best research facilities are behind Boeing engineers 

The Bocing-designed electronic comput- automatic control systems for both tent 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%, 
ers shown above solve in seconds prob- manned and_pilotless aircraft. Other 20+ 
lems that once required weeks—typical — facilities include hydraulic, mechanical, 15+ 

of the advanced “tools” that help Boeing radiation, acoustics, and rocket and ram- 10+ 
* . : . | 

engineers stay at the head of their field. jet power laboratories. 5+ : | 
Boeing engincers enjov suc or ad- Out of this exceptional research back- : Boeing nthe: ve age other ad eround ensinvers vive 1 ae baal encouraged to take graduate studies 

vantages as the world’s fastes : I sers have developed suc! a z : vantages as the world's fastest, most  §" ee cacess eo mone while working and are reimbursed for all 
versatile privately owned wind tunnel, — trend-setting aircraft as America’s first jet tuition expense 
and the new Flight Test Center—the transport, and the jet age’s outstanding eee 
largest installation of its kind in the coun- bombers, the B-47 and B-52. Research ‘There are openings at Boeing for 
try. This new Boeing Center includes means growth—and career progress. ‘To- virtually all types of engincers—clee- 

the latest electronic data reduction equip- day Bocing employs more engincers than trical, civil, mechanical, acronautical 
ment, instrumentation laboratories, and — ¢ven at the peak of World War II. As and related fields, as well as for applied 
a chamber that simuletes altitudes up to the chart shows, 46% of them have been _ physicists and mathematicians with 
100,000 feet. Structurc! and metallurgi- ae 15 more years; 25% for 10, and advanced degrees. 

x4 ce ay sale 1 a r % . cal research at Bocing deals with the heat % for For further Boeing career information 
and strain problems of supersonic flight. Bocing promotes from within and consult your Placement Office, or write: 
Bocing electrical and electronics labora- holds regular merit reviews to assure JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel 
tories are engaged in the development of — individual recognition. Engineers are Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash. 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS 
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Stop and Think What’s Your Question? 
(Continued from page 27) (Continued from page 40) 

if the engineer is going to use his specialized training Is there a student governing body on campus? 
to the highest degree of efficiency in serving his fellow Yes, every student is a member of the Wisconsin 
man, that he should also know something of history, Student Association which has played an important role 

politics, psychology, economics, and all the other fields in representing the views of the student body on 

which affect the potential needs of the engineer's campus issues. 

neighbor. To say that an engineer has a very narrow What religious facilities are available in the vicinity of 

restricted education is not true; exactly the opposite is the campus? 
the case. . Many religious denominations have student centers 

It may interest you young women in high school to and organizations in the university community. These 

know that engineering is no longer a man’s world. This centers not only provide worship services, but also offer 

semester at the College of Engineering at the Univer- a wide variety of cultural, intellectual, and recreational 

sity of Wisconsin we have as a visiting professor, Mrs. activities. 

Lillian Gilbreth who is a recognized professor of en- Does the University have any place where students may 

gincering and industrial consultant. She will give . spend their recreational hours? ; 

courses to our students in mechanical engineering this Every student becomes a member of the Wisconsin 
semester. Union upon registration. The Union has lounges, ball- 

The time for my visit is ending. Don’t forget what 70M, a theater, library, workshop, music listening 

L told you—get ready for ANY vocation or profession rooms, art galleries, bowling alleys, meeting rooms, 

by taking basic requirements NOW. Next, inform guest rooms, and dining facilities. 

yourself about what a future in all vocations that seem Dees the University allow automobiles on campus? 

to interest you will provide in service to others and in Yes, but with some restrictions. Also, all privately 
success and happiness for yourself. Lastly, make a wise owned motor vehicles operated in Madison by students 

decision in terms of your abilities and interests under must be registered with the Department of Protection 

the direction and guidance of someone equipped to and Security. 

give you counsel. And, of course, | am hoping you To whom does one write for application blanks? 

decide to be an engineer and come to the College of Office of Admissions, 166 Bascom hall, University of 

Engineering at the University of Wisconsin, END Wisconsin. Madison, Wisconsin. END 
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SZ o Mark-Tech Pens 

A Sy / * . Liquid Lead Pencils 

‘i (OO a (ia Diversity... Drop Bow Compasses 

Sy” ewe” a ES, fe, Engineering Handbooks 

L Sia eee / ff A Key to K & E Leadership WE HAVE A 
ig c=" fe y COMPLETE STOCK OF 
Nig") OR Te Diversity of alphabets, numerals, symbols, GRAPH PAPER 

ap” f a “a designs, trademarks available from stock 

LE Se me j jf or made to your special order, is almost * 

NC £ J fh unlimited with Leroy® Lettering Equip- | 5 

Lm A A ment. You can have practically anything BROWN S 

Pa. G you want. Yet, unlike freehand, the work 

- NI will always be neat and uniform. Diversity | Book Shop Inc. 

of products for engineers’ and draftsmen’s | +WO ‘LOCATIONS 

‘needs is one of the keys to K&E leadership | 712 673 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CoO. iin drafting, reproduction, surveying and | STATE ST. STATE ST 

New York + Hoboken, N. J. optical tooling equipment and materials, . 
Chicago ¢ St.Louis ¢ Detroit . . ‘: 

San Francisco © Los Angeles ¢ Montreal in slide rules and measuring tapes. 
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- \ Le z fg | o Another page for WME MIE © 
e e | How to make a boring job go faster 

po ee — | . 

FP - a | | With teeth cut into it, this gear blank becomes 
. nO =, an engine part. One manufacturer thought 
i « > c| these blanks were costing him too much to 

| ~~ = — A 7 make. The center hole had to be bored out of 
i ”r”t~—~—‘_OTTT...L.LCL.CCiCCi“i“ | solid bar stock. It took one hour to make 29 
Ot q blanks. A lot of steel was wasted in the proc- 

BBE css. He to 0k his problem to Timken Company 
~ a 4 metallurgists. After study, they recommended 

— rt—~— |. a change in production methods together 
——_ with the use of Timken” seamless steel tubing. 

® e 
How TIMKEN’ seamless tubing helped 

e 
quadruple production 

Because the hole’s already there in Timken "apes Oy ia | 

seamless tubing, it doesn’t have to be bored * ith na, 

O out. No steel is wasted. Finish boring is now eel | Lo. 
the manufacturer’s first step. He can turn out hu >. 4 i yen wer ee” 

120 to 130 gear blanks per hour with a 50% i a =. Oxy “= “a 

cut in machining costs. This is another one OO Jom g De — 
of the hundreds of problems that have been “ Amd an — | 

solved by Timken fine alloy steel. re »  - y — 

Want to learn more about steel 
e ene 

| or job opportunities? 
Le a : Some of the engineering problems And for more information about 
a. . you'll face after graduation will the excellent job opportunities at 
7 . involve steel applications. Forhelp the Timken Company, send for a 

\ oo in learning more about steel, write copy of “This Is Timken’. Ad- 
oe __ for your free copy of “The Story dress: The Timken Roller Bearing 

- _ _ of Timken Alloy Steel Quality’. Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 

YEARS AHEAD—THROUGH EXPERIENCE AND RESEARCH 

SPECIALISTS IN FINE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS TUBING 
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cupcake 
OR 

bs 7 / - _. a. , oe so mouth of the Kitimat River at tide water and was de- 
_ a rrrr—— - sirable because of the wide valley which made room 

‘ Co for smelter plant, housing and community facilities 
ra ae Ne - (see fig. 5). Four million yards of fill material were used 

a ith ee ee eG : to build the initial smelter site above high tide and 
hs a See A Ah a flood levels. About half of it was hydraulic dredged, 

8 CS Ee. eee ee the material coming from the channel in front of the 
ee re OR SO ee eee §=wharf location, and the other half was hauled from a 

Fa eS! ri oC: ae ee a - hausti Id sit al § les he gage oe ORD eee an a eee ee very exhaustive gravel deposit about five miles up the 

OE a OSS a ea Kitimat River. 
oa eee = . 
a OE” yg Cetin Gig ell The initial construction at the Kitimat smelter in- 

-. es trp A ae : volves a deep water wharf 750 feet long, two smelter 

a. rrrrtr~—s—<Ctsrsti‘C CSSOsrsC~s*s*SsS:szsSsSsS*CK§ potlines with production capacity of about 90,000 tons 
..,rr—“‘“‘iCOOOOOCOOCOCOSCSC:C‘CSSCOW®WOCOW ee : 3, * as, 7 

VR ee : of aluminum per year, numerous service buildings for 

a rti“‘ié™O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—C—C—O the smelter plant and the initial construction of hous- 

oe, — ing and community facilities required to operate the 

oe plant. The ultimate plan of development is 12 potlines, 

oe and city planning has been aimed at an eventual city 

ad rss : of 50,000 people. It is not anticipated that the smelter 

Fig. 5.-At the Kitimat smelter alumina shipped in by boat Plant will ever require that much population to sup- 
from Jamaica is refined into pure aluminum, Power used here is _ port it, but the overall planning has considered the pos- 

generated at the Kemano station 50 miles away. sibility of extensive industrial installations coming into 

. the area because of electric power availability. 

Alcan Project The first stage of construction at Kitimat involves 

(Continued from page 53) about 12 acres of industrial buildings, not including 

an outdoor switching structure through a separate  ®Y of the community facilities. ‘The townsite is louaten 
cable tunnel. High tension air blast. breakers are about eight road miles away from the plant on high 

installed in the outdoor station ground overlooking the plant area. The municipality : 

> ad . of Kitimat has been organized and is taking over the 
From the outdoor switch station near the Kemano eis wae . | 

i aed 5 : townsite facilities so that Kitimat will operate as soon 
powerhouse a 287 kv transmission line carries power : 4 

si BR ccd ‘ as possible like a normal town, not a company town. 
to Kitimat 50 miles away (see fig. 4). In the low valley 5 : : | 
sections of the location, roughly 40 miles of the total, Power generation and smelter plan ‘operation he 
the ultimate installation will be two double circuit ©” July 15, 1954, and has been fear diuewes smce that | 

lines of aluminum conductor steel reinforced. The 10- date. It has taken a little Ore than iu Kee as Sie 

mile section in the high altitudes will have two single the initial landing to ro the first unit in ee ad : 

circuit lines of aluminum conductor which is believed — . The construction 0 the: Alcan Project was an is a 

to be the largest conductor of its type ever built (2.3 full-scale pioneering invasion of the remote wilderness 

inches in diameter). Through this critical mountainous with modern construction equipment and methods. 
5 ag : " : END 

section, difficult of access, both tower lines were built 

as part of the first stage work to insure dependable 

service to the smelter at Kitimat. 

The access road to the high section of the transmis- E V A N S 
sion line was one of the most difficult construction oper- 
ati . P Ee ire roiec The “ rises pay = oe ations of the entire project. The road rises nearly 5,000 Radio and Television 

feet in 5 road miles and much of it is cut out of sheer ~ 

rock cliffs. The high point on the transmission line is Sales and Service 

5,300 feet elevation and heavy snow and extreme win- —) 
ter weather limits the construction season there to be- 

tween June and November. While the access road in Madison's Oldest 
the pass section passed near the tower sites, many of Television Dealer 

them were still accessible only by “high lines”, aerial 
cables to take materials to the sites. Nearly half of the 

single circuit towers required this method of material 720-724 University Avenue 

supply. Helicopters carried men and camp supplies to . 
ee — - ae Dial 5-7294 

many of these inaccessible points. 

At Kitimat the initial landing for construction opera- it 
tions was made about the same time as Kemano was Remember, there is no substitute for experience. 

started, in early 1951. The plant site selected is at the 
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The Torrington Needle Bearing 

proper housing design is essential to proper performance 

The Torrington Needle Bearing (2 a fai 7 

offers many design and opera- _ NI OY ZZ ZI XP 

tional advantages for a great —— aN 2 

variety of products and equip- ——————— f [Lele San als sy 
{Ss d 

ment. For example, a Needle aun’ J} 
Bearing has greater rated radial ST (ss SANS N 

load capacity in relation to its SSS K SSS 

outside diameter than any other sl So 

type of anti-friction bearing. It is dH n 

extremely light in weight. And it Needle Bearings require simple NSA i 

i ; i _ housings. If the housing bores are a is easy to install and lubricate held to Drops: eife, apolirateoper EZZANG / 

Housing Maintains —— boo IS 

Bearing Roundness HyPRAuiIC PUMP 

rhe housing isan eovent eecezee eV lhe he housing is an essential part 0 — S77): cM =Y| 

of the Needle Bearing assembly. Cd 

Care should be taken to provide a — cal 

a straight, round housing bore to eT L— o 

the recommended tolerances. STEERING GEAR p= ——te A 

The thin, surface-hardened = 

outer shell of the Needle Bearing 

acts as the outer race surface as between the needle rollers and pressed into place. Bore dimen- 

well as a retainer for the rolls. the shaft, and to assure sufficient — sions in such cases should be less 

This shell assumes the shape of press fit to locate the bearing than standard. Needle Bearings 

the housing into which it is firmly. can be pressed directly into phe- 

pressed. Consequently, the hous- When designing housings of nolic or rubber compounds, al- 

ing bore should be round, and the materials that are soft or of low though metal inserts are recom- 

housing so designed that it will tensile strength, allowance should mended. 

carry the radial load imposed on _ be made for the plastic flow of the The new Needle Bearing cata- 

the bearing without distortion. material when the bearing is log will be sent on request. 

Housing Material THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 
Determines Bore Size Torrington, Conn. + South Bend 21, Ind. 

District Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities of United States and Canada 

The specified housing bore dimen- 

sions for any given material TORRINGTON £711; BEARINGS 

should be maintained in order to 

give the proper running clearance NEEDLE - SPHERICAL ROLLER » TAPERED ROLLER + STRAIGHT ROLLER + BALL - NEEDLE ROLLERS 
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oN ay ee Se a ee 8 . i Gael « or A Engineers Break Ground for New 

("Cee a “EN Turbine Engine Test Facilities | 

a. 6 eeCUrUrUr™~—~—~—~—~—~—~—~—~—O—O—..CCC ££... == #8 
OU —eFrr——“‘=‘=‘=FPERRSCSCQNSCOdSCSOSCSNNS i - . lr —C“=EEN 

aa ob : | a a ~~ |. 
iT a 4 of ‘ x lUlU eo 

a | i fe, : en a oo 

«ALLISON = ee srr—t—“=#EEEREDA.__ lt 
NETO eee , ame 

E. B. NEWILL, Georgia Tech, "15, now Gen- Gn : JET ENGI NE Ge re ' 

eral Manager, Allison Division and Vice \ NENTS | =e 
tun ae . [er COMPONENTS WY oo 

President of General Motors Corporation, et nwa 
as = eerie tte ee = 

breaks ground on another addition to our — See ae . ; a 

turbine engine test facilities. * : ‘i ee a | | i 
Car: : ee i ’ 

ees ar \ Ly . ‘a o | A tetas eT ae 

Allison Jet engine designers soon will have even formance of the principal engine components—com- 
larger and improved test facilities to use in developing pressors, turbines, and combustors—before the com- 
turbo-jet engines. plete engine is tested. 

Performance requirements for future military and For instance, capacity for 75,000 horsepower is be- 
commercial aircraft make necessary the development ing established to pump air at the rate of 300 pounds 
of new turbo-jet engines far more complex and power- per second. This air must be compressed and heated 
ful than present types. New and specially-designed test to 1000 degrees, or cooled to a minus 67 degrees, en- 
equipment is required to accurately determine per- abling Allison to test combustors at simulated altitudes 
eee up to 65,000 feet. 

With our expanding and long-range engineering 
* Left to right—Dimitrivs Gerdan, Chief Engineer, Turbo-Jets, program, we need additional oung engineers. Alli- 
U. of Michigan, 1932, BS in Mechanical Engineering and Industrial > : y ee : ; spe son, a leader in the design, development and produc- Engineering; T. W. Meeder, Chief Test Engineer, U. of Michigan, . : Z 
1932, MS in Aeronautical Engineering; R. E. Settle, Assistant Director ‘tion of turbo-jet and turbo-prop engines, NOW offers 
of Engineering, Purdue University and Indiana Central College, BS young graduate engineers unusual opportunities for 
in Mathematics; Paul Hunt, representing Huber, Hunt & Nichols, Inc., progress where future development is unlimited. 
contractor; E. B. Newill, Georgia Institute of Technology, degrees in + . so 

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering; Harold H. Dice, U. of Illinois, Write for information: 
1929, BS Business Administration; Col. S. A. Dallas, USAF Plant R. G. GreeNwoon, Engineering College Contact 
Representative; R. M. Hazen, U. of North Dakota, U. of Michigan, . 
1922, BS in Mechanical Engineering and attended graduate school, ALLISON DIVISION, General Motors Corporation 
U. of Minnesota, majoring in Metallurgy. Indianapolis 6, Indiana 
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| ‘@> LEARN BY DOING—Hach year thousands of boys and girls learn how to become better farmers and better citizens through 
| 4-H Awards Programs, such as the Entomology Program sponsored by Hercules. Top awards are college scholarships. Hercules’ 
| interest in improved farming methods stems from its development of agricultural chemicals, notably toxaphene for insecticides. 

so 8 

Most businesses are helped today by Hercules’ business . . . the 
vresine, cell MAKE WASHDAY EASIER : production of synthetic resins, cellulose products, chemical cot- Re oe 

ton, terpene chemicals, rosin and rosin derivatives, chlorinated a ; oo 
products, and many other chemical processing materials—as well < _ 
as explosives. Through close cooperative research with its cus- _ i a - 

o CC 
tomers, Hercules has helped improve the processing or perform- rete 2B - 
ance of many industrial and consumer products. is. _ ¢ _ 

_ YF Lf, H 
/ lia pl 2 ye DRESS ea 

STANDARD MODELS and plastic-bodied — > |} qo, Se i _ 3 sports cars alike rely on nitrocellulose NS ——=—C—‘—=Eh 1 <_<. a / /| 
lacquers for durability and beauty. In ,  #3&Y | any | a the manufacture of these polyester lam- ( | ta yl 
inates, such as this car door, Hercules 8 | oa = ses hydroperoxides act as the catalyst in | La Ge. rae 
their polymerization. » | : f ma | ee 

L f ‘@ WHITER, BRIGHTER CLOTHES—Hercules® CMC is a 
lf. key ingredient in detergents . . . suspends soil, prevents 
ey its redeposition on clothes. This excellent property of 
_ suspension enables Hercules CMC to serve in a variety of 

consumer and industrial products. 

HERCULES HERCULES POWDER COMPANY 
ratonngacres 

Wilmington 99, Delaware. Sales Offices in Principu:l Cities. 
655-1 
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W S P E SOUTHEAST CHAPTER 

i apter ews sosirn Hi, RURANE 
(Continued from page 20) commen Wee 0 Reporter 

Fox River Valley Sponsored by NORTHWEST CHAPTER K. Gocht, chairman of the mem- 

Edmund J. Quinn. ......J. K. Babbitt WM. ROSENKRANZ bership committee appointed 

Ronald McDonald = Reporter county chairmen in each city in the 
GATE): oss somisnore « George Martin The Northwest Chapter W.S.P.E. dist aaa j ” m aa city mt . 

/ s git . : ad stric rganize a “ meet- 
Chester McDonald held its January meeting at Reiter's a . organize ae MOREE, BICEE 

(Aff.) ............George Martin Steak House, Chippewa Falls on — i heh ne mesa 
Scorge ne Cings! ; S > he x Engineers 

George Muench......L. H. Kingston Wednesday evening, January 5, ies to be helc curing ngineers 

Robert Jacobsen an . : Week. Local prospective members 
Total attendance at the meeting _ 

TRIED soe wo mernenss SEY PO ened approximately 50, mem: were Snvited, Messrs, ty Hogan 
Oliver J. Hannas. 0% as 1 RC. Straub me u i row é > sen, F. Vilen, J. Trebilcock, L. Jen- 

Alton Cardinal.......C. W. Rollman bers and wives. Following a com- : a AS . 

Bruce Purdy........W. E. Schubert plete turkey dinner served family seri a — temper were ap- 
James. Zimmerman _ style, Mr. James E. Carvey, ‘Ase pointed county chairmen of this ac- 

(Aff.) ........Ivan Akkeren (SE) i te atie . tivity. Waukesha held its meeting 
“| “hlei GC. F. Hrubesk sistant Division Chief, U. S. Inter- 7 
Elmo Schlei.........G. F. Hrubesky nal Revenue Department, Eau at 7:00 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 24 at 

Francis Mayr........V. A. Kneevers le enue partment, a « *3 
st the Avalon Hote aukesha. 

William Sorenson. ...E. L. McFerren Claire, gave a talk on the changes Avalon Hotel in Waukesha 

David Mynning in the income tax code which will 
Aff <ings' fe WAI AP’ 

(AME) ....-++-++. 1. HL Kingston be in effect when filing the 1954 MILWAUKEE CHAPTER 
William Burge............Otto Boll ROBERT J. MENDENHALL 

returns. There are about 3,000 Reporter 

Milwaukee changes in the code. The following officers were 
ry a : Ne 7 . 1 r ae ve Po 9 Mason i. Morris........E. G. Plautz Following Mr. Garvey’s talk, a elected for the coming year: 

Vernon Zignego ‘ ser business meeting was held at Pieileni=Gidh End 
iva vewss oo oa eR. C. Wagner (S hic a sre resident—Orrin E. Andrus 

Walter H. Knapp ....loster C. Koehn which time officers for the 1955 Vice President—Wesley C. Lollier 

Henry W. Kayser .... Foster C. Koehn year were elected as follows: Director—Robert W. Smeaton 

George P. Maurer ...Foster C. Koehn President—Roderick F. Bott, Chippewa Secretary-Treasurer—J. Randall Meyer 

Paul Rosenthal ......Foster C. Koehn Falls 

Jerome M. Frank ......A, Graettinger Vice President—Virgil Dufek, Eau FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER 

Walter S. Freeburg ...A. Graettinger Claire JOHN K. PRIMM 

Walter F. Huette .....A. Graettinger Secretary-Treasurer—Walt Hestekin, Reporter 

Bernhard F. Tellkamp. .A. Graettinger Eau Claire ‘ _ 

Donald E. Holt ........Geo. Sievers Director for 3 years—T, E, Thoreson, Antone G. Prasil, P.E., 17 

Thomas S. Villa ........Geo. Sievers River Falls Church Street, Oshkosh, a profes- 

James G. Williams ......Geo. Sievers Mr. Donald H. Zillman, engineer sional engineer for the Wisconsin 

Warren Krogstad ae a with the Northern States Power Public Service Corporation, was 

Alfred W. Schaper ....Harold Holler . . . 

x ‘ ‘ y . ecognized at ¢ sheon at Chi- 
Joseph E. Sweet ........Jack Mikula Company and a new member of HS Bnizee . 5 lune reon, at Chi 

‘Alfred Anderson ......-Fred Locbel the Northwest Chapter, was pre- — C@80 a8 one of 27 winners in a na- 

George H. Manke ......Carl Matheis sented with a membership pin tionwide essay and jingle contest. 

Galvin K. Nauman ......H. R. Reese hy Mr, William Baumgartner. The contest was on “planned meter 

‘Thomas KE. Spencer .....L. E. Heger Chairman of the Membership  Tétirement programs in the gas in- 
Gale Froemming ..F. L. Carlson (W) C . i dustry” 

Engene O. Goct ..P. A. Johnson (SW) vommittee, . . 

The Northwest Chapter WSPE 

Northwest held its monthly meeting at the WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER 

Frederick Culver ; ; Eau Claire Hotel on Wednesday TES seo 

(AFP) ...-.-++++-N. Bartholomew Qvening, February 2. Guest speaker . ‘ 
wag Bat Claire County, Judge M The postponed meeting of 

; a8 vas Eau Claire County ye Mer- 
Southeast vill Ro Far h u Sees a a? December 1954 was held January 

xy WV on Nove: 3 alr, a ress: * % Rodney Vanden Noven > who addressed e 22 at the Pied Piper Club, Rhine- 

(Aff.) .............Donald Bengs group on the activities of the lander. The: fellawi Meers for 

Walter H. Losse ....J. A, Staley (M) Traffic Safety Committee of the he or. al ° aa 2 i. ws 

Molla Yonnell ..E. O. Busby (SW ee : f the year 1955 were elected: 
Folland Connell... O. Busby (SW) Legislative Council. He has been ye 

Southwest a member of this committee since President Frank Hen, Wisconsin 

Terry Mueller (Aff.).. Eugene Odbert its organizati . apids 
Reng Manet er v ‘ — = its organization in 1951. Vice President—I.. M.. Lembcke, 

John eat ges = ede Ba WD New chapter members George Tomahawk 
si A, son .......C, Perlma 

ee Fler 2 Kingston (FRV) Barland of the Barland Agency in Secretary-Treasurer—Wm. H. Doyle, 

William E, Volts ........€. Perlman Eau Claire and Herbert Hagg of __ Wisconsin Rapids 
George Haville ..........€. Perlman the Northern States Power Co. in Trustee—Paul Schroeder, Rhinelander 

Rober Ostrem so... -Carl Mohn Eau Claire were presented mem- The following meeting dates 

Roland E. Toole .....-D. B. Johnson bership pins by William Baumgart- — were announced. 
Wisconsin Valley ner, chapter chairman of the Mem- April 16—Tomahawk 

Steven Koszarck .......A. L Genisot bership Committee. July 16—Antigo END 
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Kearse Me. Li tie Ts opportunities for engineers in \ io 
“aes ans BER Cone eI the automatic control field are ‘ Vn 

unique in their variety and in the in- 
j aa sight provided into all of the industries 

oS fo > RRO 7) om & | i : ‘ei lt today’s modern world. BO | = RE q 
) i ee Poo ed The development and manufacture 5 = ir ai a | 

Che . | of tiny transistors for electronic control if a P| a Pt fe | 
oe |... the design and manufacture of i | os | ee | 4 
: = quality electronic photo flash units ee “a ¥ 
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gale > matic flight for supersonic jets... | 9 Lai’ ff ft | 
eit temperature controls for today’s modern ~~ A | | 

a a home... for atomic piles .. . Ree YS 
_-_. a i . . bee) beeen At Vie | “fa 

i : Sond “— => ed These are a few of the fields in which | cn 2 = —— i oe 
be sy L > | Honeywell's several divisions are en- a ee _ = \J Ns 
_ _ fh gaged, providing automatic controls ; “= 
lel or industry and the home. | i 

These controls are made possible by , “ 
pera rccenmemnnnmrsnsssnnenie the creative imagination of highly 

ial None — trained engineers working with the 
d un _ very latest research and test facilities. INI t~*” 

alia ; Lam — With twelve separate divisions ky eee / a a =e a an — BA located throughout the United States ji ee rT 8 fff | _. : : ee a 8 - |, Migs 
a Me. and with factories in Canada, England a AP > FE 
ey a | os - aie fe Pu? neon . and Europe, Honeywell offers un- (Pp ae Ae aa y 

a] ey a limited opportunities in a variety of —RR  § , oo 
i, 8 challenging fields. Based on diversi- ” I 
Le fication and balance between normal ih? i i 

li i LAY ‘ industry and defense activities, Honey- vy. i 
\\ Soe j well will continue to grow and expand Lah " é at 

ap y, because automatic control and instru- ia oe 4 EN ta Roneaetaey. . GM i J ‘ Ree | a ae, I ae, mentation are so important to the ogee eg eR 
| ~~ — world’s progress. i 

Nog That is why we are always looking 

for men with ideas and imagination ; 
ERIE rece and the ambition to grow with us. : Tanti er ars 7 : | In addition to full time engineering geeececcccccccccccccsccccccccesessoeees 

a 2 | and research employment we offer a $ $ 
— °° ~~~. Cooperative Work Study program, a $  MINNEAPoLIS- HONEYWELL : 
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ae a . *% MINNEAPOLIS e r r oo / q \ Name : ‘Oe | Honeywell : 

aN | : 8 Address 0222 oe ee 8 .. Le | ’ : me - ° ° ° = Ee Fouts We Couticols. $ s 
§) Gilsson 8 
3 3 
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. s ‘ 1. Dr. Burton F. Miller | The Senior Staff of The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation, 2. Dr. James C. Fletcher | 
shown above, is comprised of scientists, engineers, and science 3. Robert B. Muchmore | 
Adenine 5 wi stand] 5 of ps ance 4. Dr. John M. Richardson administrators with outstanding records of past performance 5. Dr. Howard S. Siefert 
in positions of responsibility. By means of mectings of the entire 6. Robert J. Barrett, Jr. 

group, supplemented by frequent smaller sessions, these key 2 filo 8. Hebenstreit 
men participate actively in the establishment of company plans 9. Jack Me leag men 
and policies. 10. Dr. Louis G. Dunn 

Existing project commitments require that the current rapid ao prlered c. Melton - 5 - A. J. F. Clemeni 
rate of expansion of the company continue throughout the 13. Dr. Milton U. Clauser 

coming year. Unusual opportunities, encompassing a wide 14, V. G. Nielsen 

variety of challenging research and development problems, 1 Df fuga Me Gabbe 
exist for additional scientists and engineers who would like to 17. Dr. Robert R. Bennett 
participate in the development of a company in which, from the 18. Robert J. Hight : J . aah cae 19. Dr. Andrew Vazsonyi outset, all features of the organization and of the operational 20. Emory Lakatos 
rocedures are designed to be as appropriate as possible to their 21. Richard A. Hartle: 

P . peree P 22. Dr. Howard L. Engel special needs. . Dr. Howard L. Engel P 23. Dr. Donald L. Drukey 

Xela © Guided Missile Research and Development 
Th R W. Id id C ti LVL Digital Computer Research and Development - € NAMO-WOOMTIASE LOFPOTATION FR ober svsces eveopmes 

8820 BELLANCA AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA, signage Radar and Control Systems Development 
CURRENT ACTIVITY Communication Systems Development 
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Richmond Station of the Philadelphia Electric Co. 

Weeks of work shrink to days as 

Aero Service Corporation takes stereo pictures Graduates in the physical sciences and in engineering 
of the coal piles at a utility’s 10 storage sites—reports find photography an increasingly heared Fo in then 

the fuel ‘reserves of a single inventory date at new occupations. ts expanding use has also createc 

25% | east tl ath other wethod many challenging opportunities at Kodak, especially in 
07% lower cost than with other methods the development of large-scale chemical processes and 

the design of complex precision mechanical-electronic 
It used to take a surveying crew weeks to measure and equipment. Whether you are a recent graduate or a qual- 
figure the contents of the Philadelphia Electric Co.’s big _ ified returning service man, if you are interested in these 

coal piles. Now a camera and an airplane work together opportunities, write to Business & Technical Personnel 
to cut the time to days. Overlapping pictures are taken Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 
from the air. Then with stereo plotting equipment the 

volume of the heap is calculated. Acro Service Corporation takes its stereo photographs and 
+ 46 38 ¢ y iob is . al for pl translates them into a contour map of 1-foot 
Streamlining the inventory job is a natural for pao = intervals. Each 1-foot stratum of the coal pile 

tography. It’s being used to count metal rods, automotive ~ can then be measured with a planimeter 

parts, telephone calls as well as tons of coal. But pho- and its volume computed. 
tography works for business in many other ways as well 
—saving time, reducing error, cutting costs, improving ———— 

production. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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